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Founded by Classics teacher Nicholas Oulton, and
starting with the well-loved So You Really Want to
Learn series, the range of resources Galore Park offers
has grown to support your pupils at every stage of the
learning journey, from facing material as a beginner –
learning, revising, practising – right up until test day.
In 2016, we published 31 new books and we’re looking
forward to an exciting 2017, with the launch of our new
Study Skills books for 11+ and pre-tests (page 30) and
13+ (page (48), and an entirely new English textbook
range (page 6).
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Exam Papers
what exam papers are available to order?

The final stage of any revision journey is to practise
with real past papers.

3.

Common Entrance papers for 11+, 13+ and Common
Academic Scholarship Exams are written by ISEB subject
editors and are taken by pupils in Year 6 or Year 8 who
are applying for entry to senior independent schools.
Once these exams have been sat, the papers become
available to purchase.

Write an essay using ONE of the following titles.

Complete the multiplication table below.

×

3

Each one is worth 25 marks.
5

.........

.........

1.

Taking Care of Teachers

.........

.........

2.

‘Early morning – great!’
‘Early morning – pull up the duvet!’

13+ Common Entrance

Common Academic
Scholarship Exam

✔

✔

✔

✔

French (Levels 1–2 for 13+)

✔

✔

Geography

✔

✔

German

✔

✔

History

✔

✔

Ordering exam papers online

Latin (Levels 1–3 for 13+)

✔

✔

■	Visit galorepark.co.uk/exam-papers and click the red
‘Log in’ button

Mathematics (Levels 1–3 for 13+)

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

4
Look again at the O.S. map of Cockermouth in Cumbria, located on the border
of 12
the Lake District National Park.

.........

In November 2009, this area was badly affected by flooding after the highest
7 ever 21
rainfall recorded in the UK in a 24-hour period.
.........

42

.........

.........

48

.........

56

(3)

3.

N

4.
Cockermouth
Cockermouth

4.

Peter has these number cards face down on a table:
5.

2

5

3

7

3.

9

10

..........................................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................

1
even
chance

certain

S.A. 28313333

(1)

✔

English (Levels 1–2 for 13+)

(1)

(b) fuerat (line 2). Give the first person singular of the present tense of this verb.
.................................................................................................................................

(4)

..................................................................................................................................
4

(1)

(iv) a present infinitive.
..........................................................................................................................

..................................................................................................................................
S.A. 28115103

Classical Greek
(1)

(iii) a verb in the future tense;

2: ..............................................................................................................................
(4)selects is a factor of 30
D the number on the card Peter
(c) Using an example you have studied, explain the effects of your chosen flood on
the local environment and people.

..................................................................................................................................

duco (3) = I marry

Write an essay based in any way you choose on the picture opposite.
(ii) a cardinal number;
It shows St George killing the dragon and rescuing the princess.

A Peter selects a card with the number 7 on it
1: ..............................................................................................................................
B the number on the card Peter selects is less than 6
2: ..............................................................................................................................
C Peter selects a card with the number 4 on it

impossible
..................................................................................................................................

11+ Common Entrance

nubo, nubere, nupsi, nuptum (+ dative) (3) =
I marry
annus, -i m. = year
mensis, -is m. = month

Picture books, or books read to you when you were young,
can remain
powerfully
(a) From
the passage,
give,inin Latin, one example of each of the following:
your mind.
(i) an adverb;
Do you have a book like this?

On the scale below, mark the probabilities of the following events with the letters shown.
1: ..............................................................................................................................

0
Place and year of flood: ..........................................................................................

Subject

Proserpina and Ceres reach a compromise with Pluto.

1 tandem Ceres filiam suam invenit. Proserpina
sub terra cum Plutone diu fuerat, et nullum
cibum consumpserat. Pluto, quod eam
ducere cupiebat, Proserpinae dixit: ‘si tu mihi
Tell a story or write a description with the title Shopping.
5 nubes, sex anni menses hic sub terra manebis,
sex anni menses super terram cum matre ire
Your parents, or you, might be very good at complaining.
poteris.’ omnes hoc facere constituerunt, et
Write about it, using the title How To Complain.
laetissimi erant.
Shopping is Britain’s most popular hobby.
Do you enjoy it?

Write about its power, using the title and author as the heading for your work.
..........................................................................................................................
6.

(b) Using evidence from any of the maps, give two reasons why Cockermouth was so
badly flooded following the heavy rainfall.
Peter selects a card at random.

Galore Park is the exclusive distributor of ISEB
exam papers.

Study the following passage (do not write a translation) and answer the questions
below. Complete sentences are not required.

Write an essay entitled either Dawn – Here I Come
or I Love Laziness

.........

S.A. 28115202

(3)

6

2

(1)

(c) dixit (line 4). Give the Latin subject of this verb.
.................................................................................................................................

S.A. 28314148

(1)

6

These past papers provide the best and most targeted
preparation for pupils looking to secure a place at their
chosen school.

■	Enter your Galore Park username and password or, if you have not
yet registered, click ‘Register as a teacher at your institution’
■	Return to galorepark.co.uk/exam-papers and you will now see
the available exam papers, mark schemes, examiner’s transcripts
and CDs listed

✔

Religious Studies (Syllabuses A and B for 13+)

✔

Science (Levels 1–2 for 13+)
Spanish (Levels 1–2 for 13+)

■	Use the drop-down menus to select the papers and quantities
you require
■	When you have finished selecting your papers, click the red
‘Add exam papers to basket’ button

Accessing exam papers ONLINE – FOR SCHOOLS ONLY

■	Proceed to checkout to complete your order

ISEB’s Common Entrance exam papers for 11+, 13+ and CASE are now available online from the Dynamic Learning
digital platform.

Ordering exam papers by telephone

You can purchase and download every exam paper PDF and audio file from each sitting at 11+, 13+ or CASE the day after
the last of the live examinations.

■	Please contact Schools Consultant Candis Thurston on 07795 644289

Papers are supplied in PDF format, and can be used on interactive whiteboards, projectors and for printing.
Audio files are available as MP3s.
To purchase, please visit galorepark.co.uk/dynamic-learning

Please note:
All exam papers are printed on demand and therefore non-refundable. Please allow five working days for your order to arrive.
A £5 handling charge applies every time you place an order for exam papers, although there is no limit to the number of exam
papers you can order at one time.

2
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Dynamic Learning
Titles

Small school annual
subscription (+VAT)
up to 90 students

Large school annual
subscription (+VAT)
more than 90 students

9781471887543

English Year 3 Whiteboard eTextbook

£100 per school

£150 per school

9781471887031

English Year 4 Whiteboard eTextbook

£100 per school

£150 per school

9781471884863

English Year 5 Whiteboard eTextbook

£100 per school

£150 per school

9781471883132

English Year 6 Whiteboard eTextbook

£100 per school

£150 per school

9781471887680

English Year 3 Student eTextbook

£4 per student

Dynamic Learning is an online platform that
offers a range of subscription products
to enhance teaching and learning in your
classroom and at home.

9781471887109

English Year 4 Student eTextbook

£4 per student

9781471886225

English Year 5 Student eTextbook

£4 per student

9781471883125

English Year 6 Student eTextbook

£4 per student

Our eTextbooks have been developed with
teachers and students to ensure they do
exactly what you need.

ISBN
English at Key Stage 2

Dynamic learning

English for Common Entrance 13+
9781471881909

English for Common Entrance One Whiteboard eTextbook

£100 per school

£150 per school

9781471881923

English for Common Entrance Two Whiteboard eTextbook

£100 per school

£150 per school

9781471881831

English for Common Entrance One Student eTextbook

£4 per student

9781471881848

English for Common Entrance Two Student eTextbook

£4 per student

Geography for Common Entrance 13+

Whiteboard eTextbooks

9781471870187

Geography for Common Entrance 13+ Dynamic Learning Package

£160 per school

£240 per school

9781471870224

Geography for Common Entrance: Physical Whiteboard eTextbook

£100 per school

£150 per school

9781471870200

Geography for Common Entrance: Human Whiteboard eTextbook

£100 per school

£150 per school

9781471870217

Geography for Common Entrance: Physical Student eTextbook

£4 per student

9781471870194

Geography for Common Entrance: Human Student eTextbook

£4 per student

History for Common Entrance 13+

Access online, interactive versions of printed Galore Park
textbooks, ideal for lesson planning and front-of-class teaching.
■ 	One textbook subscription that can be accessed simultaneously by
multiple teachers across your school
■ 	Display interactive pages to your class, adding notes and highlighting
areas clearly and easily
■ 	Use the Lesson Builder to add page-spreads to lessons, assign
resources for homework and create lessons to share with other teachers

9781471870484

History for Common Entrance 13+ Dynamic Learning Package

£240 per school

£360 per school

9781471870507

History for Common Entrance: Britain and Empire 1750–1914 Whiteboard eTextbook

£100 per school

£150 per school

9781471870521

History for Common Entrance: Medieval Realms Britain 1066–1485 Whiteboard eTextbook

£100 per school

£150 per school

9781471870545

History for Common Entrance: The Making of the UK 1485–1750 Whiteboard eTextbook

£100 per school

£150 per school

9781471870491

History for Common Entrance: Britain and Empire 1750–1914 Student eTextbook

£4 per student

9781471870514

History for Common Entrance: Medieval Realms Britain 1066–1485 Student eTextbook

£4 per student

9781471870538

History for Common Entrance: The Making of the UK 1485–1750 Student eTextbook

£4 per student

Latin for Common Entrance 13+
9781471896705

Latin for Common Entrance 13+ Dynamic Learning Package

£240 per school

£360 per school

9781471877612

Latin for Common Entrance One Whiteboard eTextbook

£100 per school

£150 per school

9781471881787

Latin for Common Entrance Two Whiteboard eTextbook

£100 per school

£150 per school

9781471881817

Latin for Common Entrance Three Whiteboard eTextbook

£100 per school

£150 per school

9781471877599

Latin for Common Entrance One Student eTextbook

£4 per student

9781471881770

Latin for Common Entrance Two Student eTextbook

£4 per student

9781471881800

Latin for Common Entrance Three Student eTextbook

£4 per student

Mathematics at Key Stage 2
9781471870163

Mathematics at Key Stage 2 Dynamic Learning Package

£320 per school

£480 per school

9781471870637

Mathematics Year 3 Whiteboard eTextbook

£100 per school

£150 per school

9781471870651

Mathematics Year 4 Whiteboard eTextbook

£100 per school

£150 per school

9781471870675

Mathematics Year 5 Whiteboard eTextbook

£100 per school

£150 per school

9781471870699

Mathematics Year 6 Whiteboard eTextbook

£100 per school

£150 per school

Downloadable versions of the printed textbook, purchased on a
copy-by-copy basis and allocated to students for them to use in class or
at home – a cost-effective way to deliver resources to your whole class.

9781471870620

Mathematics Year 3 Student eTextbook

£4 per student

9781471870644

Mathematics Year 4 Student eTextbook

£4 per student

9781471870668

Mathematics Year 5 Student eTextbook

£4 per student

9781471870682

Mathematics Year 6 Student eTextbook

£4 per student

■ 	Download and view on any device or browser

Mathematics for Common Entrance 13+
9781471870552

Mathematics for Common Entrance 13+ Dynamic Learning Package

£240 per school

£360 per school

■ 	Add, edit and synchronise notes across two devices

9781471870576

Mathematics for Common Entrance One Whiteboard eTextbook

£100 per school

£150 per school

9781471870613

Mathematics for Common Entrance Two Whiteboard eTextbook

£100 per school

£150 per school

■ 	Study on the move with access via the Dynamic Reader App* which
automatically syncs bookmarks, highlights and notes so pupils can pick up
where they left off from any device.

9781471870590

Mathematics for Common Entrance Three (Extension) Whiteboard eTextbook

£100 per school

£150 per school

9781471870569

Mathematics for Common Entrance One Student eTextbook

£4 per student

9781471870606

Mathematics for Common Entrance Two Student eTextbook

£4 per student

9781471870583

Mathematics for Common Entrance Three (Extension) Student eTextbook

£4 per student

*Available on iOS and Android devices as well as Chrome, Firefox and IE 10 and
11 web browsers.

Science for Key Stage 2
9781471870170

Science at Key Stage 2 Dynamic Learning Package

£320 per school

£480 per school

9781471871238

Science Year 3 Whiteboard eTextbook

£100 per school

£150 per school

9781471871252

Science Year 4 Whiteboard eTextbook

£100 per school

£150 per school

9781471871276

Science Year 5 Whiteboard eTextbook

£100 per school

£150 per school

9781471871290

Science Year 6 Whiteboard eTextbook

£100 per school

£150 per school

9781471871221

Science Year 3 Student eTextbook

£4 per student

9781471871245

Science Year 4 Student eTextbook

£4 per student

9781471871269

Science Year 5 Student eTextbook

£4 per student

9781471871283

Science Year 6 Student eTextbook

£4 per student

Student eTextbooks

Take out a free no-obligation trial today at galorepark.co.uk/dynamic-learning

Science for Common Entrance 13+

Exam papers
ISEB’s Common Entrance exam papers for 11+, 13+ and CASE are now available online from the Dynamic Learning
digital platform. You can purchase and download every exam paper PDF and audio file from each complete sitting
at 11+, 13+ or CASE the day after the last of the live examinations. See page 3 for further details.
4
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9781471871153

Science for Common Entrance 13+ Dynamic Learning Package

£240 per school

£360 per school

9781471871177

Science for Common Entrance: Biology Whiteboard eTextbook

£100 per school

£150 per school

9781471871191

Science for Common Entrance: Chemistry Whiteboard eTextbook

£100 per school

£150 per school

9781471871214

Science for Common Entrance: Physics Whiteboard eTextbook

£100 per school

£150 per school

9781471871160

Science for Common Entrance: Biology Student eTextbook

£4 per student

9781471871184

Science for Common Entrance: Chemistry Student eTextbook

£4 per student

9781471871207

Science for Common Entrance: Physics Student eTextbook

£4 per student

Te l : 0 1 2 3 5 4 0 0 5 5 5

I

Visit: galorepark.co.uk
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textbooks

english
approved

english at Key Stage 2

english for 13+ Common Entrance

Our new English textbooks for Key Stage 2 are written specifically for
schools preparing pupils for Common Entrance and other independent
entrance exams at 11+.

Our revised English for Common Entrance textbooks map to the
new ISEB syllabus and are perfect for pupils preparing for Common
Entrance, Common Academic Scholarship Exams and schools’
own exams.

Each comprehensive textbook provides approximately three weeks’
worth of teaching material in every single chapter.

■ 	Three themed extracts per chapter: literary prose, non-fiction and poetry,
with questions to encourage close reading and detailed thinking

■ A coherent skills-based approach to teaching English from Years 3 to 6

■ 	‘Did you know’ sections to enable pupils to practise crucial research skills

■ Chapters
	
clearly introduce each comprehension skill and provide immediate
opportunities for practice
9781471882159

£13.99

approved

■ 	Stretch your more able pupils with challenging extension tasks

■ Prepare
	
pupils for exam-style questions with regular, stretching exercises that
require a combination of several learned skills

9781471867019

£15.99

●

If the quotation is a fragment of a sentence, you can use an
ellipsis (…) to show where the sentence has been cut off.

●

Use linking words and phrases so that your quotation fits into
your sentence:

Comprehension

4

Words of war

3 Write a conversation between a mother and son about the girl he loves and
their future. This could be Mrs Winthrop and Aaron from Silas Marner, if you
wish. You could set this out as a fictional dialogue or a play scene.

• suggests

4 Write in any way you like, taking either ‘The Darling Buds of May’ or ‘Eternal
Lines to Time’ as your title.
5 Write an article called ‘Dos and don’ts for St Valentine’s Day’ as if for a
teenage magazine.

• demonstrates

➜ Comprehension

£13.99

• such as
• as shown by
Here is an example:
Max inched into the headmaster’s office, taking tiny steps, hoping to postpone the
inevitable. His eyes were glued to the floor as Mr Keller’s booming voice assaulted
his eardrums. With every angry word, another bead of sweat materialised on Max’s
forehead. He stuttered, ‘I - I - I - I’m sorry, sir.’ His voice barely audible, his apology illreceived. When he was finally dismissed from the office with further furious utterings
and the order of a Saturday detention, his feet felt as if they were nailed to the floor, his
legs like lead. He managed to drag himself from the office, up the stairs and into the
relief of the cold crisp winter air. He exhaled. The beads of sweat were replaced with
salty tears.

Drawing inferences requires you to use your skills of reasoning and
logic to work out the answer based on clues from the passage. You
have to find these clues, put them together and come up with a
sensible answer based on them. To back up your answers, many
questions will ask you to include the quotations from the text that
you used to put together your answer.

1 How is Max feeling in this passage? (6 marks)

Look out for these phrases, which indicate that you need to include
quotations:
●

Refer to the text (closely)

●

Give reasons from the text

●

Include quotations

●

Support your answer with evidence

●

Support your answer with words and phrases from the text

For 6 marks you will need to identify two emotions, give
evidence for each and explain how the evidence supports your
answer.
Possible evidence is highlighted in the passage. The answer
should only include the highlighted words, not the whole
sentence they are found in, and the evidence should be
embedded into the flow of the sentence as shown below:
Max is clearly nervous (1 mark) as he ‘inched’ into the room taking
‘tiny steps’ (1 mark). His slow speed suggests that he is reluctant to
go in (1 mark).

When you include quotations, there are a few things to remember:
●
●

7 Write a story about, or a factual account of, someone in the present day
suffering (or dying) for his or her beliefs.

• for example

Skill focus: Inference
In this chapter you will learn how to select
relevant and succinct evidence to back up your
answers to inference questions. You will also
learn how to embed your evidence into your
answer so that your sentences flow well.

English Year 6 – Chapter 4: Words of war

9781471882128

6 Write a poem addressed to something or someone you love. Exercise 9.5 on
page 126 might help you with this

• shows

Only include the relevant part of the quotation. You do not need
to quote full sentences.
Always put speech marks (‘ ’ or “ ”) around your quotations.

46

47

867125_04_English_Y6_046-058.indd 46

25/11/16 7:32 pm

867125_04_English_Y6_046-058.indd 47

●●Including facts in opinion writing

Writing
workshop

The purpose of the passage in this chapter about St Valentine is to
give accurate information while combining it with a light-hearted
opinion piece that:
●●
●●

●●

includes names and dates or statistics
is expressed logically in short paragraphs, moving from one point to
the next
has been carefully researched from several sources.

When you write a factual account:
●●
●●

●●
●●

●●

●●

make notes in your own words from your sources
decide how you are going to order your material, making a plan
with numbered points
keep your language neutral when expressing facts
make your sentences, in general, short and clear and your
paragraphs concise
similarly, in factual writing, short words are usually better than
long ones so, for example, use ‘start’ (not ‘commence’) or ‘buy’ (not
‘purchase)
edit your own work very thoroughly, removing unnecessary words
and making any long sentences clearer.
71

9781471867019.indb 71

5 fisherman
6 with sharp corners

English for Common Entrance Book One – Writing workshop

2 Write a story about people falling in love with other people, with things,
places or with anything you wish.

4 x-ray image of blood vessels

Functions of language

Including facts in opinion writing

Writing practice Exercise 5.4
1 Write a description of the atmosphere in your school on St Valentine’s Day.

11/16/16 6:34 PM

●●Functions of language
The language of selling
The goblins in ‘Goblin Market’ use very specific language techniques. They:
use a lot of imperative verb forms as if they were giving orders
(‘Come buy’)
make the product sound more attractive than it actually is (‘Bloomdown-cheeked peaches’)
●● sound sincere and passionate (‘Sweet to the tongue and sound to
the eye’)
●● use language so fast and fluently that it confuses the customer.
(‘Taste them a try: Currants and gooseberries…’
●●
●●

Some advertisers will try to:
●●
●●
●●

trick customers into buying something that is more expensive than
what they intended to buy
mislead customers
make their product sound better than it is.

There are currently laws which prevent advertisers deliberately
misleading customers about a product within the UK and Europe, at
least. Sellers are not allowed to browbeat people into buying things,
or sign agreements without allowing them time to think, for example.
Nonetheless, many TV advertisements, roadside hoardings, notices
in newspapers and magazines and all other forms of advertising use
imperative verb forms. And they twist language to make their products
sound more appealing than those of their rivals. Advertising slogans
such as ‘Beanz Meanz Heinz’, ‘Every little helps’ and ‘Think different’ are
interesting too. They use as few words as possible to say something
catchy about the product which everyone will remember. People in the
advertising industry are paid large sums to think up these slogans.

Exercise 2.10
Write an advertisement for one or more of the following new products:
●

luminous shoelaces

●

cake which makes you slim

●

electric toenail clippers

●

a holiday in a spacecraft
25

9781471867071.indb 25

English for Common Entrance Book Two – Functions of language

Years 5 & 6 publishing spring 2017, Years 3 & 4 publishing autumn 2017

17/11/16 2:45 PM

25/11/16 7:32 pm

9781471867071

£15.99

Pre-order inspection copies now

Now available as
Whiteboard and
Student eTextbooks.
See page 4 for details.

9781471882067

£13.99

Answer books now available as PDF downloads from galorepark.co.uk

Answer books now available as PDF downloads from galorepark.co.uk

■ 	Includes answers to comprehension questions to model good
practice and save you time

■ 	Clear layout saves time marking work

■ 	Maps the contents of the exercises to the ISEB Common Entrance
11+ syllabus and the Key Stage 2 national curriculum for English

■ Advice and guidance develops pupils’ skills in using English accurately

■ 	Enables efficient assessment of pupils’ strengths and weaknesses

See page 4
for details.
9781471867125

£13.99

CHECK OUT OUR
11+ ENGLISH REVISION
RESOURCES ON PAGE 20

6

9781471896644
£12.99

9781471896613
£12.99
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9781471889264
£12.99

9781471867149
£12.99

9781471867040
£12.99

9781471867088
£12.99

Visit: galorepark.co.uk

CHECK OUT OUR
13+ ENGLISH REVISION
RESOURCES ON PAGE 32
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textbooks

french

Geography
French for 13+ common entrance

Geography for 13+ Common Entrance

The So You Really Want to Learn French course builds a solid foundation
in grammar and comprehension, to provide pupils with an expert grasp
of the French language.

Ensure a thorough understanding of the latest Geography Common
Entrance syllabus with these essential ISEB-endorsed textbooks.

■ Clear
	
explanations followed by rigorous exercises that stretch and challenge
■ Grammar summaries, verb tables and vocabularies featured in each book

approved

Each book contains detailed explanations of all key themes, varied
case studies to stimulate interest, and practice questions and extension
exercises in each chapter to ensure that pupils have understood the
material covered.

■ Takes pupils from beginner to expert with minimum fuss
Geography for Common Entrance: Human Geography

9781902984117

£15.99
Audio CDs help pupils improve listening skills and pronunciation, with
native French recordings that increase in speed throughout the course.

9781471827280

■ 	Encourages learning and inspires curiosity in how humankind has impacted
upon the physical environment

£15.99

■ 	Provides a solid grounding in mapwork skills, population and settlement,
transport and industry, and environmental issues
Geography for Common Entrance: Physical Geography
■ 	Provides a thorough introduction to mapwork and fieldwork skills

9781902984506
£28.99

■ 	Covers the key physical topics in the ISEB Common Entrance syllabus:
rivers and coasts, weather and climate, and earthquakes and volcanoes

9781902984520
£28.99

9781902984513

2

Tectonic processes

●
●
●
●

Montserrat
(volcano – active)

Ever since the Earth’s formation (an estimated 4 600 000 000 – four
thousand six hundred million years ago) it has been slowly cooling
down. This has led to the formation of a crust, a thin solid layer
of rock that forms the surface of our planet (see
Figure 2.1). Below the crust is the mantle, which is
made of semi-solid rock and has properties of both a
liquid and a solid, and can therefore break and flow.
At the very centre of the Earth is a core, which is
believed to be a solid surrounded by liquid metals
that reach temperatures of over 5000°C!

French Vocabulary for Key Stage 3
and Common Entrance

■ 	Perfect for any pupil struggling
with French grammar
■ 	Familiarise pupils with native
spoken French using the included
audio CD

■ A
	 complete vocabulary list for those
working towards Common Entrance and
Key Stage 3 exams
■ Vocabulary
	
is arranged by topic for ease
of learning

Oceanic and continental tectonic plates
The Earth’s crust is not one seamless layer, but is
broken up into many different sections of varying
sizes called tectonic plates. These huge sections
of the Earth’s surface rest upon the deep semisolid layer of the mantle beneath them. The edges
where the plates meet are called plate boundaries.
Nearly all earthquakes and volcanoes occur at
these boundaries.

1 Inner core
2 Outer core
3 Mantle
4 Crust

●
●

Mt Kilimanjaro,
Tanzania (volcano – extinct)

Epicentre of Indonesian
earthquake/tsunami 2004

Figure 2.2: Simplified map of the tectonic plates

Oceanic plates that line our ocean floors are thinner, newer and
made of more dense rock than continental plates.
Continental plates that make up the continental landmasses we
live on are thicker, older and made of less dense rock than oceanic
plates.

These tectonic plates move as heat rises and
falls inside the mantle, creating convection
currents (see Figure 2.3).
Try to identify the oceanic and continental
plates in Figure 2.2.

4
3
2

Liquid

Indo-Australian
plate

Figure 2.2 shows a simplified map of how the Earth’s crust is split
into tectonic plates. (The map also shows the earthquake and volcano
examples covered in this chapter.)
Active volcanoes are volcanoes that have erupted in the last
2000 years and are likely to erupt again. Dormant volcanoes are
volcanoes that have erupted in the last 2000 years but not in the
last 200 years. An extinct volcano is a volcano that has not erupted
in the last 2000 years and will not erupt again.
There are two types of tectonic plates:

1

Solid

South
American
plate
Antarctic
plate

The Earth’s structure

6400 km (4000 miles)

Skeleton French

African
plate
Nazca
plate

■■

9781902984650
£14.99

Eurasian
plate

Pacific plate

how the Earth’s crust is broken into different types of tectonic
plates
what type of tectonic activity occurs at the plate boundaries
what can happen during earthquakes and volcanic events and the
consequences in the following weeks and months
how the level of development of a country affects how it copes
with an earthquake or volcanic event
what can be done to predict and prepare for earthquakes and
volcanic events.

●■2.1 Where do earthquakes and volcanoes occur?
9781902984551
£14.99

Mt Etna, Sicily (volcano – active)

North American
plate

In this chapter you will study:
●

Iceland (volcanic activity)

Hawaii
(volcanic activity)

Movement of
continental masses

Convection currents
within the mantle

Molten rock

Rising hot currents
from the Earth’s core

Oceanic and continental
plates move over mantle
■■

Continental crust

Oceanic ridge
Trench

Figure 2.1: The Earth’s structure

■■

Figure 2.3: Formation and action of convection currents
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Geography for Common Entrance: Physical Geography –
Chapter 2: Tectonic processes

Answer books

2.1 Where do earthquakes and volcanoes occur?

£15.99

Now available as
Whiteboard and
Student eTextbooks.
See page 4 for details.

03/06/14 6:04 PM

Answer books now
available as PDF
downloads from
galorepark.co.uk
CHECK OUT OUR
FRENCH REVISION
RESOURCES ON PAGE 34
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9781471877575
£13.99

9781471879104
£13.99
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textbooks

history
history at Key Stage 2

History for 13+ Common Entrance

Starting with the dinosaurs and concluding with the Anglo-Saxons, this
rigorous and stimulating history course will develop analytical skills and
a passion for the past.

Ensure a thorough understanding of the latest History Common
Entrance syllabus with these invaluable ISEB-endorsed textbooks.

approved

■ 	Chronological approach helps pupils understand historical context
■ Compelling narrative course for Key Stage 2 pupils
■ 	Clearly presented content and lively illustrations
■ 	Develop pupils’ understanding of historical context
9781902984964

■ End-of-chapter
	
source-based questions to help pupils develop
analytical skills

■ 	Exercises that challenge and stimulate ensure all material is fully absorbed

£13.99

9781471808845

£15.99
Junior History Book 2

Chapter 1

3

7

The names of the best known gods are listed here.
The gods and godesses of Greece
Greek Name
Zeus
Hera
Poseidon
Hades
Athene
Artemis
Apollo
Aphrodite
Ares
Dionysus
Hephaestus
Demeter
Hermes

The gods of Olympus

9781902984957

£13.99

Description
ruler of the gods
queen of the gods
god of the sea
god of the underworld
goddess of wisdom and the arts
goddess of hunting and the moon
god of music, archery and the sun
goddess of love and beauty
god of war
god of wine
god of fire and metalwork
goddess of the harvest
messenger of the gods

Myths

The Greeks didn’t think that their gods were good and fair and perfect.
Gods had all the good and bad points that humans had but magnified a
hundred times. Zeus often lost his temper and hurled thunderbolts at
anyone who upset him. His wife Hera could be cruel and jealous. Once,
when Zeus was chasing a girl called Leda, Hera changed her into a swan.
Zeus, quick as a flash, changed himself into a swan too. Later, Leda laid an
egg and, when it hatched, out came two boys and two girls. The boys we
know as Gemini, the Twins, one of the signs of the Zodiac. The girls were
Helen, later famous as Helen of Troy, and Clytemnestra who became the
wife of Agamemnon, leader of the expedition to Troy.

9781902984995

£13.99

J Hist Book 2.indb 2

Hades and Persephone in the Underworld

15/8/07 14:35:42

J Hist Book 2.indb 3

A myth is a story which was told
to explain things which people at
the time would not have
understood. For example, why do
we have summer and winter? The
Greeks believed that there had
been a Golden Age when the
weather had always been warm
and sunny and fruit and cereals
grew all the year round. Demeter,
the goddess of plants and trees,
had a daughter, Persephone, who
was kidnapped while she was
playing with her friends.

15/8/07 14:35:45

When motte and bailey castles fell
into disrepair, their owners were usually
prepared to build more permanent
structures. For example, wooden palisades
or walls could be replaced by stone curtain
walls; and the motte could have a shell
keep placed on top, or be replaced with a
tower keep.

Life in the Middle Ages

Before we move on to find out what happened after the death of
Edward III, we are now going to step back and look at life in the
Middle Ages. What was it like to be alive at that time? We will start
with the building that perhaps more than anything else sums up this
period of history: the castle.

Castles

n the countryside lived Pan, a goat-like creature who frightened lonely
travellers (and gave us the word panic). But most important of all were the
gods and goddesses who were thought to live on Mount Olympus, the
highest mountain in Greece. Their king was Zeus. His brother, Poseidon,
was god of the sea, and another brother, Hades, ruled the gloomy kingdom
under the earth where the souls of the dead went.

l

Howtoattackanddefendcastles
During medieval times, most wars were
not fought with lots of big battles, but
consisted instead of a succession of sieges
to capture castles and fortified towns. New
ways of attacking castles and town walls were
developed, and new defences were invented
to counter these attacks.
As you might expect, the simplest way to
take a castle was to go through the doorway
or gate. Consequently, defenders developed
a whole series of ways to make doing this as
difficult as possible.
Here are some of the things that they
built; can you work out how they made
defending the entrance easier?

●●Castles
Castles have always been seen as part of
the landscape of the Middle Ages. Most
people think of a castle as a great stone
building, the home of a king, with banners
flying as mounted knights thunder across
the wooden drawbridge to the sound of
trumpets. But is this really what castles
were like? And why were they actually
built?

■●

Earlycastles
As you learnt in Chapter 2, the first castles
were not built of stone at all. In 1066,
the Norman invaders needed quick and
ready bases from which to control a hostile
England, and so constructed the motte
and bailey castles, made of earthworks and
wood. These provided a home for groups
of mounted men who could ride out and
keep control of the local Saxon population.
They were also the high-security residences
of Norman barons and were carefully
positioned to control key places such
as river crossings or towns. Their great
weaknesses, however, were rot and fire and
they did not last much more than twenty
years.

History for Common Entrance: Medieval Realms: Britain 1066–1485

l

Junior History Book 2 – Chapter 1: Who were the Greeks?

2

The shell keep at Tamworth Castle

Portcullis

Arrow slits

Murder holes

Doors

Drawbridge
Moat
■●

The tower keep at Rochester Castle
Draw bar
■●

An artist’s impression of the entrance to a fourteenth-century castle
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9781471808968
Answer books available
as free downloads from
each product page at
galorepark.co.uk

Answer books now available as PDF downloads from galorepark.co.uk
H.E. Marshall’s famous history books are light-hearted and accessible, covering the
highs and lows of British history in a manner sure to delight and engage all children.

■ 	Includes the ISEB Common Entrance mark scheme
■ Features example answers to clarify marking guidance

9781902984742
£14.99
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£15.99

Also available

9781902984773
£14.99
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9781902984841
£14.99

Visit: galorepark.co.uk

9781471881749
£13.99

9781471881763
£13.99

9781471881732
£13.99

Visit: galorepark.co.uk

Now available as
Whiteboard and
Student eTextbooks.
See page 4 for details.
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latin
Answer books now available as PDF downloads from galorepark.co.uk

approved

latin for 13+ Common Entrance

■ Clear layout saves time marking work
■ Enables efficient assessment of pupils’ strengths and weaknesses

Nicholas Oulton’s new Latin course combines your favourite elements
of So You Really Want to Learn Latin, Latin Prep and Ab Initio, but
now maps precisely to the new ISEB syllabus to ensure all material is
rigorously covered and completely understood.

■ Advice and guidance to develop pupils’ use of the language

■	Take pupils from complete beginner level to Common Entrance success
in no time at all
■	Comprehensive coverage, including all non-linguistic topics and grammar
required for the ISEB Classics syllabus

9781471867378

9781471867385
£13.99

9781471867422
£13.99

9781471867460
£13.99

£15.99
■	Clear format makes content accessible and easy to understand

Also available
■	Extensive practice exercises to ensure pupils have understood the material

Latin for Common Entrance Three – Chapter 3: The perfect and pluperfect passive

The perfect and
pluperfect passive; three
termination adjectives

3

9781471867415

£15.99

Exercise 3.2

4 puella per viās urbis ducta est.
5 hōra proeliī populō Rōmānō nūntiāta est.
6 ‘nostrī’** inquit ‘ab hostibus numquam superābuntur.’
7 nunc cibus in oppidum ā līberīs prīncipis portātur.
8 ancillae miserae ā rēgīnā crūdēlī multōs diēs pūnītae sunt.

3 The perfect and pluperfect passive; three termination adjectives

10 multī clāmōrēs in oppidō audītī sunt.

Exercise 3.1
Study the information above about the perfect passive. Write out the perfect
passive (assuming a masculine subject) of:
1 moneō

Now available as
Whiteboard and
Student eTextbooks.
See page 4 for details.

2 regō

3 audiō

4 capiō

21
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Classical Greek

9 ‘auxilium’ inquiunt ‘ā cōpiīs novīs datum est.’

I have been loved
You (sing.) have been loved
He, she, it has been loved
We have been loved
You (pl.) have been loved
They have been loved

Thus: He has been loved (or was loved) = amātus est.
She has been loved (or was loved) = amāta est.
The boys have been loved (or were loved) = puerī amātī sunt.
The girls have been loved (or were loved) = puellae amātae sunt.

£15.99

9781902984025
£16.99

3 paucās noctēs urbs ab hostibus oppugnābātur.

Note that the PPP is an adjective, declining like bonus. If the subject
is masculine and singular, the ending is -us. But if it is feminine, this
becomes -a, and so on.

9781471867453

9781902984018
£16.99

2 mīles ā prīncipe novō laudātus est.

The perfect passive tells us what has been done to the subject, e.g.
‘I have been loved’ or ‘I was loved’. It is formed by taking the Perfect
(or Past) Participle Passive (the PPP), and combining it with the verb
‘to be’. The PPP of a verb is formed from the supine stem, found in
the 4th principal part. All you have to do is change the -um to -us.
(Now you know why we have been encouraging you to learn all four
principal parts of your verbs.)
sum
es
est
sumus
estis
sunt

9781902984001
£16.99

1 paucae nāvēs ad īnsulam multīs cum mīlitibus* missae sunt.

●■Perfect passive

amāt-us, -a, -um
amāt-us -a, -um
amāt-us, -a, -um
amāt-ī, -ae, -a
amāt-ī, -ae, -a
amāt-ī, -ae, -a

9780903627665
£7.99

Translate into English. Note how the PPP changes to agree with the subject. E.g.
in sentence 1, missus becomes missae to agree with the subject (nāvēs, which is
feminine plural).

9781907047718
£6.99

* multīs cum mīlitibus is more stylish Latin than cum multīs mīlitibus. The
preposition likes to precede the noun, not the adjective. Therefore, as multus
comes before its noun, rather than after it, the preposition has to dive in between
it and the soldiers.

■ Introduce pupils to essential Classical Greek grammar and vocabulary

** Remember, when an adjective is used without a noun, you understand men in
the masculine, women in the feminine and things in the neuter.
E.g. bonī semper laudantur = good men are always praised.

■	Learn and apply the material with clear explanations and extensive practice questions

Exercise 3.3
Translate into Latin, remembering to make the PPP agree with the subject:

■ Unseen passages help pupils perfect their translation skills

1 The boy has been called.
2 The girl has been called.
3 The war has been prepared.
4 The boys have been taught.
5 The girls have been watched.
6 The wars were waged by our men.
7 The soldiers have been seen by the enemy.
8 The city was attacked by a few slaves.
9 The Romans were terrified by the new king.
10 Part of the city was destroyed by the young men.
22
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9781905735884
£17.99

9781905735860
£11.99

9781905735433
£14.99

Please note, the ISEB syllabus has been updated since publication.

CHECK OUT OUR
13+ LATIN REVISION
RESOURCES ON PAGE 40
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Mathematics at Key Stage 2

Mathematics for 13+ COMMON ENTRANCE

Our rigorous mathematics textbooks exceed the national curriculum
and lay the foundation for success at Common Entrance and other
independent school entrance exams at 11+.

Set your students on the path to success in 13+ entrance and
scholarship exams with our stimulating KS3 mathematics course
ensuring comprehensive coverage of the latest ISEB 13+ syllabus.

■	Provides the basis for teaching and learning with total syllabus coverage

■	Enables pupils to grasp new concepts easily with clear, concise
explanations and examples

approved

■	Engages pupils at an early age with full-colour content
■ Challenges higher ability pupils with stretching extension questions
■	Clear format and worked examples make content accessible and easy
to understand

9781471856396

■	Strengthens ability with challenging end-of-chapter questions

9781471846632

£15.99

Round each of these numbers to the nearest 10
(i) 41

Answers:

‘There were about 100 guests at the party,’ (rather than ‘there were
exactly 97 guests’).

The halfway number is 45

40

41

42

43

44

45

48

46

47

48

49

50

Rounding to the nearest ten

(iii) 45 is 50 to the nearest 10, as it is exactly halfway so you round up.

(ii) 48 is 50 to the nearest 10, as it is more than halfway from 40 to 50

Exercise 2.4: Rounding to the nearest ten

You can use a number line to do this.

1 Round each number to the nearest 10

Here are the numbers from 0 to 10
5

0

1

2

3

4

5

9

6

7

8

9

(c) 162°

(a) the interior angle is twice the exterior angle
(b) the interior angle is three times the exterior angle
(c) the interior angle is four times the exterior angle
(d) the interior angle is seven times the exterior angle.
9 The angles at the centre of a regular polygon are equal. Because they are
angles at a point they must add up to 360°. Work out the size of an angle at
the centre of a regular:
(a) octagon

(b) pentagon

(a) 29

(d) 72

(b) 41

(e) 86

(c) 5

10

2 There are 17 children in Class A. How many children is this, to
the nearest 10?

You can see that:
●

2 is nearer to 0 than it is to 10

●

9 is nearer to 10 than it is to 0

3 There are 62 members of staff. How many staff is this, to the nearest 10?

●

5 is halfway between 0 and 10

4 The best seat at the theatre costs £85
Round this price to the nearest £10

When a number is ‘halfway’, you round up.
You can use the same idea for larger numbers.

5 It is 59 miles from London to Cambridge. Round this distance to the
nearest 10 miles.

22
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This one is not parallel.

Example

A

14/08/2015 09:20

856396_C02_Math_Year_3_014-030.indd 23

B

Find the size of:
5x

x

(a) angle GFE

(a) The interior angle is five times as large as the exterior angle. How many
sides does the polygon have?

(b) angle FGE

(b) If the interior angle were 11 times the size of the exterior angle, how
many sides would the polygon have?

(d) angle HGB

C

H

(c) angle GHA
D

G

Exterior angle = 360°
n

●●Calculating angles in polygons

= 45°
(a) angle GFE = 180° − 45°

the sum of the interior angles of any polygon is 180°(n − 2)

●

the sum of the exterior angles of any polygon is 360°

(b) angle FGE = 180 ° −135 °
2

For a regular polygon, you also know that:
the exterior angle = 360°

●

−
the interior angle = 180 °(n 2 ) or 180° − exterior angle

●

the number of sides (n) = exterior angle

●

the angle at the centre = 360°

It is a good idea
always to start by
finding the exterior
and interior angles.

Base angle of an isosceles triangle

(c) angle GHA = 135°

Interior angle of a regular polygon (octagon)

(d) angle HGB = 180° − 135°

Co-interior angles, HA parallel to BG

= 45°

n

n

E

= 22.5°

where n is the number of sides of the polygon.

●

Interior angle of a regular polygon

= 135°

Remember:
●

F

= 360 °
8

You can use what you know about polygons to solve even more angle
problems. As all the sides of a regular polygon are equal, it is likely
that you will find isosceles triangles inside regular polygons.

Read through
the working in the
example carefully.
This is how you
should set out your
answers.

With all this information, you are ready to tackle the next exercise.
The calculations are not difficult but it is important to recognise
which formula to use and to follow the steps. This is why you should
write down each step carefully.

360°

n

218

219
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Regular octagon

Regular heptagon

This one is parallel.

(c) icosagon.

10 This diagram shows part of a regular polygon.

13 Angles and polygons

(i) 41 is 40 to the nearest 10, as it is less than halfway from 40 to 50

2

(b) 140°

ABCDEFGH is a regular octagon.

To approximate a number, you round its value to the nearest ten, hundred
or thousand.

When you round a number to the nearest 10, you have to decide which
multiple of 10 (10, 20, 30, 40, ...) is closest to the number.

2 Place value

45

41

To estimate a number, you make a guess of its value to the nearest ten,
hundred or thousand.

£15.99

(iii) 45

All three numbers are between 40 and 50

Each of these numbers is an estimate or approximation.

9781471856457

(ii) 48

‘There are about 30 chocolates in this box,’ (rather than ‘there are
exactly 32 chocolates’).

(a) 90°

8 Work out the number of sides of a regular polygon if:

Mathematics Year 3 – Chapter 2: Place value

●

Estimating and approximating

●

Note also that some regular polygons have some diagonals that are
parallel to their sides.

7 Work out the number of sides of a regular polygon in which the interior angle is:

Example:

Calculating angles in polygons

Estimating and approximating
Sometimes you do not need to use exact numbers. For example, you
might say:

Mathematics for Common Entrance Two – Chapter 13: Angles and polygons

£17.99
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■	Complete sets of answers to all exercises in the textbooks, including
diagrams and workings where necessary

■	Enables efficient assessment of pupils’ performance

■	Includes a selection of photocopiable worksheets to save you time

■	Includes diagrams and working, where necessary, to demonstrate
how to present high-scoring answers at Levels 1, 2 and 3

£17.99
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Science for Key Stage 2

Science for 13+ Common Entrance

Inspire a love of science from a young age with our science course for
Years 3 to 6.

Cover everything required for the 13+ Common Entrance Biology,
Chemistry and Physics exams with clearly presented content and
lively illustrations.

Packed with challenging exercises to stimulate young scientists, these
engaging and rigorous textbooks will build a firm foundation for success
in scientific study.

Designed for pupils in Years 7 and 8, it is an indispensable course
that teaches pupils to work scientifically and lays the foundations for
Common Entrance success.

■	Covers and exceeds the national curriculum

■	Grasp new concepts easily with clear, concise explanations

■	Engage pupils with full-colour content, clear explanations and
fascinating tasks

■	Test understanding across both Levels 1 and 2 with varied and progressive
exercises, and challenge higher ability pupils with extension questions

■	Opportunities to develop skills in working scientifically

■	Features used throughout the book include: Did you know? Working
scientifically, Investigations, Exercises and Go further questions

■	Monitor performance and progression with end-of-topic exercises

9781471856280

£14.99

➜➜Different types of force
There are many different types of force. Here are some that you
should already be able to recognise from your previous work.
Magnetic forces: magnets pull (attract) magnetic materials towards
them. They can also pull and push (repel) other magnets. Can you
remember how?

■● Some

A force is a push, a pull or a twist applied to an object.
Forces can:

9781471856310

£14.99

●

start something moving

●

slow down or speed up a moving object

●
●

stop a moving object
change the direction in which an object is moving

●➜ change

the shape or size of an object.

Can you think of some examples for each of these? The picture
below may give you some ideas.

138

139

Hydrogen

H

Oxygen

O

Ca

Iron

Fe

Sodium

Na

Chlorine

Cl

Lead

Pb

Sulfur

S

Gold

Au

Nitrogen

N

Zinc

Zn

Carbon

C

Copper

Cu

Magnesium Mg

Helium

He

08/05/15 6:57 PM
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●●

■● Some

Part of the Periodic Table is shown in the following diagram.
Groups are the columns of elements. Groups all have similar properties.
Group 1, for example, are all metals that react quickly with many other
substances, and Group 0 are all gases that hardly react at all.

3
1

Symbol of atoms

Helium

He

Magnesium

Mg

Diagram of particles

Formula of particles

He

Mg

2

Sodium

Description of particles

He

Atoms

Mg

Atoms

Potassium

Hydrogen

H

H H

H2

Molecules (each with two
atoms)

O

O O

O2

Molecules (each with two
atoms)

Sulfur

S

S8

Molecules (each with eight
atoms)

S

S

Magnesium

Iron
Calcium

Carbon

Aluminium

Silicon

S

Helium

n Fluorine
Nitrogen Oxyge

Phosphorus

Sulfur

Chlorine

Neon

Argon

S

Nickel

Copper

Zinc
Iodine

Silver

Each element has its own
unique atomic number.

S

S
S

Boron

0 or 8
7

Bromine

METALS

Oxygen

S

Hydrogen

S
NON-METAL
6
4 5

Lithium

elements with their chemical formulae

Name

The difference in
properties between
metals and nonmetals is one of the
most important pieces
of information given
by the Periodic Table.

●●

He worked in Manchester, where a university
laboratory and a city centre street are named
after him. He was also colour-blind and was
the first scientist to describe this condition
and recognise that it is hereditary. Although his
theories about what caused colour-blindness
were later disproven, the condition is still
sometimes to referred to as Daltonism.

Gold

Mercury

Periods are the rows of elements.
Periods show a gradual change
in properties; for example, see
how the third period begins with
sodium, a very reactive metal and
ends with argon, a very unreactive
gas.

Lead

The zig-zag line
separates the
metals (at the lefthand end) from the
non-metals (at the
right-hand end) of
the Periodic Table.

16

17

9781471847103.indb 16
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●●

In most elements the particles are individual atoms, but in a few
elements the particles are molecules (that is, made up of two or
more identical atoms bonded together). The chemical formula for an
element tells us whether it is made of single atoms or of molecules.
Some examples are shown in the following table.

Elements and compounds

Gravitational force: gravity is the rather mysterious force that pulls
objects towards each other. You learnt a bit about this force in the
last chapter. The bigger the object, the greater the gravitational force.

Calcium

The elements are listed in order of their atomic number (the
number of protons in the atom).
The elements are shown as their chemical symbols.
The elements are arranged in natural groups (particular types of
metals, for example). Each group is a vertical column of elements
that show similar properties.
●● There is always a gradual change (called a ‘trend’) in the properties
of the elements as you look across or down the table. Each vertical
column showing a trend is called a group and each horizontal row
showing a trend is called a period.

John Dalton (1766–1844) was an English chemist
and physicist. He is best known for founding
atomic theory, which states that all matter is
composed of atoms are made up of smaller,
subatomic particles – protons, electrons and
neutrons.

common elements with their chemical symbols

Aluminium Al

All the elements are listed in the Periodic Table. In this table:

John Dalton

2

In Year 3 you learnt about two different types of force: magnetic
forces and friction. You learnt that magnets can push or pull each
other and can pull magnetic materials towards them. Magnets can
also be used to stop things moving, for instance when they are used
to keep something stuck to the door of your fridge. Friction can
slow down moving objects or stop them moving altogether.

The first letter of a chemical symbol is
always a capital letter. If there is a second
letter it is always lower case.
●● The chemical symbol is often the first one
or two letters of the name of the element.
●● Some elements get their chemical symbol
from an old name, often from Latin.
●● Every element has a different chemical
symbol.
●●

Science Year 5 – Chapter 9: Different types of Forces

➜➜What is a force?

£15.99

●●The Periodic Table

Some rules for chemical symbols:

Different types of force

9

Forces are around us all the time. Some of them are easy to spot,
for example you can see when someone is pushing down on a
computer key or pulling a door open. Others, such as friction,
cannot be seen so easily.

9781471846984

The Periodic Table

Forces

approved

Science for Common Entrance:
Chemistry – Chapter 2: Elements and compounds

science
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9781471847042

£15.99
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9781471847516

9781471847103

£14.99

Answer books now available as PDF downloads from galorepark.co.uk

Answer books now available as PDF downloads from galorepark.co.uk

■ Clear layout saves time marking work

■ Clean, clear layout for easy marking

■	Enables efficient assessment of pupils’ strengths and weaknesses

■	Includes examples of high-scoring answers with diagrams
and workings

■	Includes diagrams and working, where necessary, to demonstrate how
to present answers

£15.99

Now available as
Whiteboard and
Student eTextbooks.
See page 4 for details.

9781471847578

£14.99

CHECK OUT OUR
11+ SCIENCE REVISION
RESOURCES ON PAGE 24
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9781510401020
£10.99

9781510401037
£10.99
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9781510401044
£10.99

9781471847585
£10.99

9781510400948
£14.99

9781510400993
£14.99

9781510400955
£14.99

Visit: galorepark.co.uk
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11+ and Pre-Tests
R e v i s i o n a n d P RACTICE RE S OURCE S

Spanish for 13+ common entrance
So You Really Want to Learn Spanish is a comprehensive three-part
course that builds a solid foundation for language success at Common
Entrance and GCSE.
■	Provides a strong basis of knowledge for Spanish beginners with particular
emphasis on grammar and sentence construction
■ All key skills covered, including reading, writing, listening and speaking
9781902984100

£15.99

£15.99

T h e G a lore Park L ea r n i n g J o u r n ey
Our 11+ revision resources are designed to support your pupils at every stage of the revision journey.

1 1 + S t u d y a n d R ev i s i o n G u i d es

■	Spanish to English and English to Spanish vocabularies are featured at the
back of the book for easy reference

The accompanying audio CDs help pupils practise listening skills,
improve pronunciation and develop an authentic Spanish accent.

9781902984261

Ensure entrance exam success with our new range of revision resources at 11+, produced with the support
of 11+ tutors, independent school teachers, test writers and specialist authors, specifically for independent
school entrance exams, including CEM, GL and ISEB.

Consolidate all key information
for 11+ and pre-tests with these
essential study and revision guides.

11+ Workbooks
9781902984254
£45.98

9781902984285
£46.99

9781902984407
£46.99

Spanish Vocabulary for Key Stage 3 and Common Entrance

Learn how to apply knowledge in
exam-style questions with these
write-in workbooks.

■	Provides a complete list of all the vocabulary required for Spanish
at Key Stage 3
■	Phrases and vocabulary arranged by topic for ease of revision
9781902984308

£15.99

1 1 + P r a c t i c e P a p er s

Perfect exam technique
with our books of timed
practice papers.

9781907047596
£7.99
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english
Train
1

Skill definition: Recognising the terminology for different types of words and identifying each
element in a sentence.

9781471849220

■	Includes helpful insight into the exams, with practical tips and advice

£12.99

■	Identify strengths and weaknesses using a summary test and
detailed answer guidance

Engl ish wo rkb o o ks
Increase exam confidence with rigorous practice material across
four write-in workbooks.

(b) The ship glided over the water with the wind in its sails.
(c) The car drove through the town and parked outside the house.
2

Rewrite these sentences, adding appropriate prepositions and conjunctions in the gaps.

Definition

Example

(a) Dad went

Nouns

Things or items

table, pencil, idea, cloud

(b) I found my slippers

Proper nouns

Nouns that are names of people, places,
nationalities, months, etc. (They are always
capitalised.)

Sarah, Germany, Spanish, Thursday,
Cadbury

Nouns that can’t be touched or seen

determination, courage, hindsight

Action words

to run, to think, to jump, to agree

Describing words

long, difficult, smooth, clever

Abstract nouns
Verbs
Adjectives
Adverbs
Pronouns
Prepositions
Conjunctions (sometimes
called connectives)
Interjections

contents and progress record

the supermarket

we had run out of milk.

the sofa

it was the last place I looked.

Use
me

this page Itowaited
plot before
your revision.
Colour
I crossed the
road. in the boxes when you feel confident with the skill and
note your score and time for each test in the boxes.
3 Make these sentences less repetitive by using pronouns.
(c) I heard the car coming

(a) Lisa took Lisa’s dog for a walk in the park because Lisa’s dog had been indoors all day.

l How to use this book

6

(b) Mark walked into the classroom, Mark found an empty seat and he sat down on the seat.
(c) Sian’s mother told Sian to go to the shops to buy milk because Sian’s mother had run out
of milk.

Words that modify or describe an action word carefully, quickly, immediately, suddenly

1

Replacements for nouns to avoid repetition

her, him, we, it, me

Words showing direction or position

to, from, under, towards

Joining words used in compound sentences

and, but, although

(a) I set the table with our new set of cutlery.

Words used to express emotion or a pause

erm, yikes, gosh, hooray, wow

(b) Can somebody sitting close to the door please
close it?
l Introduction
.................................................... 12

4

Identify which part of speech the words in bold belong
to in the following
sentences. and
Spelling,
punctuation

l Prefixes.............................................................. 14

(d) My good mood will last until the end of the day as long as I don’t come last in the race.

l Suffixes ............................................................. 16

Test

He had to back the car out of the car park.
We all sat in the back row.

It is important to recognise which category of word is being used to help you understand a text.
Here are some other words that fall into more than one part of speech.
Verb

Adjective/adverb

Noun

well

His eyes welled up with tears.

I played the piano very well.

She dropped the bucket down the
well.

The dog rounded up the sheep.

The food was on a round plate.

I made the final round of the
competition.

right

We righted the boat when it
capsized.

The answer was right.

We all have rights and
responsibilities.

light

We always light candles during a
power cut.

Let’s paint the walls light blue.

I switched on the light.

Test time: 10:00

l Plurals and silent letters .............................. 20

It was the first day of school and I was excited. I skipped merrily along the pavement, through
l Homophones, homonyms and other
the park and into the playground. “Wow!” I thought to myself as I saw the crowds of boys and
girls chatting and laughing loudly. It had been a long commonly
holiday but now
I was readywords
to get back
to
confused
........................
22
lessons, football practice and seeing my friends. I spotted Jim sprinting towards me. He jumped
l Basic
punctuation
24
over a bench, clipped his heel and tumbled helplessly
onto the
gravel. “Ouch!”..........................................
he exclaimed but
then a deep laugh erupted from his mouth and we both started to giggle. Jim was my best friend.
l Commas and apostrophes .......................... 26
We had known each other forever because our mums are best friends too. We looked out for
each other at school although he had spent the whole
summer
in
Spain
so
I
hadn’t
seen
him
for
l Parentheses ..................................................... 29
months. “Hey!” I said as I helped him up from the ground.

Gemma hurt her back.

round

Boxes to colour in
when a topic has
been completed.
Allows teachers
to easily track
topics revised.

grammar

(c) It would only be fair if everybody rode the merry-go-round at the fair.

Some words fall into more than one category. For example, ‘back’ can be a verb, an adjective and
a noun.

1 Spelling, punctuation and grammar

■	Handy contents pages double as progress records, to easily track
progression throughout the book

11+ English Revision Guide –
Chapter 1: Spelling, punctuation and grammar

Consolidate all key information and skills with this indispensable
revision guide, suitable for pre-tests and 11+ independent
entrance examinations, including ISEB, CEM and GL.

Rewrite these sentences, adding some adjectives and adverbs.
(a) The dog ran across the park and started to dig under the tree.

It is important to know the vocabulary associated with the parts of speech. You may be asked to
identify a particular type of word in an exam or to comment on the use of verbs or adjectives in
a text. Use the information below to revise the parts of speech.

1 1 + eng l ish Revisi o n G ui de

Parts of speech

Parts of speech

Punctuating speech.......................................
30
(3)

5

l
Find and list three verbs from the passage above.

6

Find and list three adverbs from the passage above.
l Colons,

7

Which part of speech does the word ‘myself’ belong to?

8

Which part of speech does the word ‘he’ belong to?

9

semicolons and ellipses(3)
................ 32
(1)

l Types of sentence and clauses .................. 34

l Parts
Which part of speech does the word ‘Spain’ belong
to?

(1)

of speech ...............................................
36
(1)

10 Find and list three prepositions from the passage
l above.
Test 1:

(3)
Spelling, punctuation and

/ 155

grammar ........................................................... 38

2

36

Easily record
test scores.

:

Reading
37

l Introduction .................................................... 41
9781471849220.indb 36

10/06/16 5:50 PM

10/06/16 5:50 PM
l Identifying text types ...................................
43

9781471849220.indb 37

l Using strategies for tackling

........................... 54
11+comprehension
English questions
Revision
Guide – Contents and progress record
l Understanding the purpose, audience

and structure of texts................................... 56
l Summarising key ideas ................................ 58
l Using clues to find definitions................... 60

Alone on a Wide Wide Sea

Exercise
1 (a) How long does the narrator’s journey with Marty and the tribal people last?

9781471829642

9781471829666

£8.99

£8.99

Grammar and Punctuation Workbook Age 9–11
■ 2 5 topic-based activities with tips and advice, plus pull-out answers

Reading and Comprehension Workbook Age 9–11
■ R
 eading and comprehension exercises revolving around 25 different
passages with pull-out answers

9781471829659

£8.99

9781471829673

£8.99

■	
2 5 activities covering a wide range of writing techniques and forms,
with tips and advice

1 1 + eng l ish p ract i ce p ap e rs

■	Teach pupils to improve response rates with timed papers

9781471849275

9781471869044

£9.99

£9.99

■	Identify weaker areas and improve results with detailed answers
and commentary

____________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________ (2)
9781471849220.indb 3

And the longer we were with them the more sure we became that these people
were absolutely no threat to us. They might not talk to us. They might keep their
distance. They might still stare at us more than we liked, but there was never the
slightest hint of hostility towards us. On the contrary they seemed very protective
of us, and as fascinated by us as we were by them. And the children found us
endlessly funny, particularly when we smiled, so we smiled a lot. But then we felt
like smiling. They shared their food with us: berries, roots, fruit and baked wallaby
once. We had all the water we needed.
Marty did try once or twice to ask where we were going, but was simply given
more fruit or berries as an answer. So he gave up. But up on Big Black Jack, as we rode
through the night, or resting in the shade, the two of us speculated at length. Maybe
we weren’t being taken anywhere. I mean, they never looked as if they were going
anywhere in particular. They just looked as if they were quite happy simply going,
simply being. Or maybe they were adopting us into their tribe and we’d wander the
bush with them for the rest of our lives. Maybe they were still making up their minds
what to do with us. Perhaps we’d just wake up one day and find them gone. We really
didn’t mind. All we could be sure of was that we were a long, long way from Cooper’s
Station now, and further every day. Where we were going wasn’t important. Sometimes
at night we’d see lights in the distance, more settlements probably, but we never
thought of running off. We were safe with them. We had no reason to leave them.
I can’t say exactly how many days and nights our journey lasted – it could have
been five or six days perhaps. I do know that it lasted long enough for Marty and I
to begin to believe it might be permanent, that we had indeed been adopted in some
way. I certainly was beginning to feel comfortable among them, not because they
became any less reserved – they didn’t. Distance seemed to be important to them.
The children though were a different story. We very soon got beyond just smiling
and laughing. We splashed each other in the pools. We skimmed stones, threw sticks,
ambushed one another. One took to riding piggyback on Marty’s back, and the
smallest of them would often ride up with us on Big Black Jack loving every moment
of it. We were finding our place among them, beginning to feel accepted. That’s why,
when our journey finally ended, we felt all the more abandoned, even rejected.

10/06/16 5:50 PM

2 Explain the meaning of the following words as they are used in the passage:
(a) hostility
_________________________________________________________________________________ (1)
(b) speculated
_________________________________________________________________________________ (1)
(c) reserved
_________________________________________________________________________________ (1)
(d) ambushed
_________________________________________________________________________________ (1)
3 Summarise in your own words the behaviour of the tribal adults towards the boys they are taking
with them.
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________

Paper 2

_______________________________________________________________________________________
Paper time: 65:00
_______________________________________________________________________________________
There are two parts to this paper:
_______________________________________________________________________________________
1 Comprehension:
30 minutes
2 Writing: 35 minutes
_______________________________________________________________________________________

35

Part
1: Comprehension
_______________________________________________________________________________________
40

Read_______________________________________________________________________________________
the text below carefully before answering the questions that follow. Five minutes’
reading time has been allowed within the test time. Use your own words, where possible,
to answer
the questions.
_______________________________________________________________________________________

From Alone on a Wide Wide Sea by Michael Morpurgo (2006)

____________________________________________________________________________________ (5)

48

30/07/14 9:54 PM

She was awakened by a shock, so sudden and severe that if Dorothy had not been
lying on the soft bed she might have been hurt. As it was, the jar made her catch
her breath and wonder what had happened; and Toto put his cold little nose into
her face and whined dismally. Dorothy sat up and noticed that the house was not
5 moving; nor was it dark, for the bright sunshine came in at the window, flooding
829659_Eng_WB_48-50.indd 49
the little room. She sprang from her bed and with Toto at her heels ran and opened
the door.
The little girl gave a cry of amazement and looked about her, her eyes growing
bigger and bigger at the wonderful sights she saw.
10 The cyclone had set the house down very gently – for a cyclone – in the midst of a
country of marvelous beauty. There were lovely patches of greensward all about,
with stately trees bearing rich and luscious fruits. Banks of gorgeous flowers were on
every hand, and birds with rare and brilliant plumage sang and fluttered in the trees
and bushes. A little way off was a small brook, rushing and sparkling along between
15 green banks, and murmuring in a voice very grateful to a little girl who had lived so
long on the dry, gray prairies.
While she stood looking eagerly at the strange and beautiful sights, she noticed
coming toward her a group of the queerest people she had ever seen. They were
not as big as the grown folk she had always been used to; but neither were they very
20 small. In fact, they seemed about as tall as Dorothy, who was a well-grown child for
her age, although they were, so far as looks go, many years older.
Three were men and one a woman, and all were oddly dressed. They wore round
hats that rose to a small point a foot above their heads, with little bells around the
brims that tinkled sweetly as they moved. The hats of the men were blue; the little
25 woman’s hat was white, and she wore a white gown that hung in pleats from her
shoulders. Over it were sprinkled little stars that glistened in the sun like diamonds.
The men were dressed in blue, of the same shade as their hats, and wore wellpolished boots with a deep roll of blue at the tops. The men, Dorothy thought, were
about as old as Uncle Henry, for two of them had beards. But the little woman was
30 doubtless much older. Her face was covered with wrinkles, her hair was nearly white,
and she walked rather stiffly.

When these people drew near the house where Dorothy was standing in the
doorway, they paused and whispered among themselves, as if afraid to come
farther. But the little old woman walked up to Dorothy, made a low bow and said,
in a sweet voice:
‘You are welcome, most noble Sorceress, to the land of the Munchkins. We are so
grateful to you for having killed the Wicked Witch of the East, and for setting our
people free from bondage.’
Dorothy listened to this speech with wonder. What could the little woman possibly
mean by calling her a sorceress, and saying she had killed the Wicked Witch of
the East? Dorothy was an innocent, harmless little girl, who had been carried by a
cyclone many miles from home; and she had never killed anything in all her life.

1 a) Why was Dorothy not hurt when she woke up?

The Wizard of Oz by L. Frank Baum
This extract comes from The Wizard of Oz, a story about a girl who finds herself
in a magical and unusual land after a ferocious cyclone. In this part she has just
landed and is beginning to discover more about her new environment.

829659_Eng_WB_48-50.indd 48

■	Perfect exam technique with six levelled exam papers in each book,
in a variety of different styles

(b) What is Big Black Jack likely to be?

b) Who or what is Toto? Support your answer with a piece of evidence from
the text.
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(1)

30/07/14 9:54 PM

2 a) How do you think Dorothy felt when she opened the door of the house? Give
evidence from the text to support your answer.

b) Why do you think she felt this way?

(2)

(1)

3 The author writes about ‘a small brook, rushing and sparkling along between green
banks, and murmuring in a voice very grateful’ (lines 14–15). Why do you think the
author chose the word ‘murmuring’?
(2)

4 Apart from their clothing, what was unusual about the people Dorothy saw coming
towards her? Support your answer with evidence from the text.
(3)

Turn over to the next page.
15

9781471849275.indd 14

Te l : 0 1 2 3 5 4 0 0 5 5 5

(1)

49

14

20

Paper 2

Writing Workbook Age 9–11

English Reading and Comprehension Workbook Age 9-11 –
Alone on a Wide Wide Sea

_________________________________________________________________________________ (1)

This extract comes from Michael Morpurgo’s 2006 novel Alone on a
Wide Wide Sea. The narrator, a 1940s British orphan, has been sent
to an appalling children’s slave camp in Australia. He and Marty
have escaped and are being helped by Australian aboriginal people.

11+ English Practice Papers 1 – Paper 2

■ 5 0 different exercises with tips and advice, plus pull-out answers

Alone on a Wide Wide Sea

Spelling and Vocabulary Workbook Age 9–11

28/02/16 8:02 AM
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11+ REVISION & PRACTICE

Mathematics

tra in

This Venn diagram shows the numbers of boys in a
class who play cricket and tennis in the
summer term.

Cricket

(7)
5

(c) How many boys are in the class?

2

Look at this set of numbers.
1 2
3
11 12 13

4
14

5
15

6
16

(8)
7
8
17 18

9 10
19 20

Odd

test

■	Hundreds of questions to increase speed and familiarity

3

■ Perfect for revising in manageable chunks
£8.99

10-Minute Maths Tests

Test 4

■	Covers a full range of mental arithmetic skills that gradually
increase in difficulty

£8.99

1 1 + Math ematics p ract i ce p ap e rs
Perfect exam technique and build exam-room confidence with
our books of maths practice papers.
■	Replicate exam conditions with timed papers in a variety of styles
■ Build skills for top marks with levelled papers

For all of the questions in this test, do the
calculation entirely in your head with no written
‘working’ and just write down the answer.

Mathematics Workbook Mental Arithmetic Age 8–10 – Test 4

■	Extensive practice with 50 tests in each book

£8.99

1 Round 40 800 to the nearest 1000
2 What is 60% of 40 ml?

9781471869051

£9.99

£9.99

■	Identify weaker areas and improve using detailed answers
and commentary

ml

3 Philip and Mary share £2 in the ratio 3 : 2
How much does Mary get?

8

1

9

7

11 Two angles of a triangle are 40° and 70°.
What size is the third angle?

0

3

°

✔✔✔✔✔

Sisters only

✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔

Sisters and brothers

✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔

No brothers or sisters

✔✔✔

Brothers

Te l : 0 1 2 3 5 4 0 0 5 5 5

I

Visit: galorepark.co.uk

No
brothers

13 A film started at 7.50 p.m. and ended at
10.05 p.m. How long did the film last?
minutes

14 What is the mode?

5 When Kirsten thought of a number, added 1
and then multiplied by 3, the result was 9

16 What is the range?

7 What is the next number in this sequence?
1, 2, 4, 7, 11,
8 Isobel has a packet of sweets. She shares them
with her sister. When they have each eaten
7 sweets there is 1 sweet left.

15 What is the median?
17 The Carroll diagram shows some information
about children in a class.
What percentage of the children in the class
%
wear glasses?
Do not wear
glasses

7

6

Wear
glasses

4

3

Boys

Girls

cm²

19 The sum of two integers (whole numbers) is
12 and the difference between the integers
is 4
What is the product of the numbers?

10 What is the reading on the scale?
0

1

2

3

4

5

(2)

(d) What are the shared prime factors of 16 and 24?

(1)

(e) What is the highest common factor of 16 and 24?

(1)

10 What is the equation of the line shown on the graph?

Test time: 60 minutes

4

20 Paige has 24 sweets. A quarter are mints and
a third of the others are toffees. The rest are
chocolates.
How many chocolates are there?

10

(2)

y

135

3
2
1

−4

−3

−2

−1

0

x
1

2

3

4

5/25/16 8:54 PM

5

−1
−2
−3
−4
−5

11

12

No parallel sides
Equilateral triangle
Isosceles triangle

6 Which one of these events will certainly happen?
(a) I will get something wrong tomorrow.
(b) My brother’s favourite team will win soon.
(c) Tuesday will follow Monday.
(d) The total of two dice will be 13
(e) It will rain during the summer.
7 What is 3 of 92?
4
(a) 76
(b) 69
(c) 72
(d) 78
8 What is 89 × 32?
(a) 2884
(b) 2848
(c) 2448
(d) 2284
9 What is 1376 ÷ 16?
(a) 48
(b) 86
(c) 74
(d) 60

2 cm
12 cm

(2)

(c) Draw a Venn diagram to represent the information in parts (a) and (b).

At least one pair of parallel sides
Square
Kite
Rectangle

All sides same length
Not all sides same length

18 What is the smallest number greater than
100 that is divisible exactly by 3?

How many sweets were in the packet at the
start?
9 Calculate the area of the rectangle.

(2)

1 The attendance at a football match at Wembley Stadium was given as 88 000, to the
nearest 1000
The actual attendance
figure is given below.
(1)
9781471849213_Ch06.indd
135 Which one is it?
(a) 87 241
(b) 88 748
(c) 88 500
(d) 88 237
(e) 88 501
2 John trains with his local running club on a 400 m running track. This week John needs
to run 10 km. How many laps of the track is this?
(2)
(a) 10
(b) 15
(c) 20
(d) 25
(e) 30
3 An alarm flashes intermittently to show that it is working. It flashes at 08:00 and then
at 20-second intervals. How many times will it flash between 08:00 and 10:00?
(3)
(a) 180
(b) 240
(c) 360
(d) 361
(e) 480
4 A farmer keeps pigs and chickens. He has 32 animals altogether and the animals
have a total of 80 legs. How many chickens does the farmer have?
(5)
(a) 16
(b) 18
(c) 8
(d) 14
(e) 24
5 Which shape is in the wrong part of the Carroll diagram?
(1)
(a) Square
(b) Rectangle
(c) Equilateral triangle
(d) Isosceles triangle
(e) Kite

Questions 14 to 16 refer to this list of the marks
one pupil gained in 8 tests.

What is the number nearest to 1000 he can
make by placing some of the cards side by
side?

What number did Kirsten think of?

No sisters

(b) Write 24 as the product of its prime factors.

Circle the correct answer for each question.

8 6 9 7 6 8 7 6

6 If a = 3, b = 2 and c = 8, what is the value of
a − b + c?

Sisters

4 (a) Write 16 as the product of its prime factors.

Paper 11

cm³

13
(1)

14
15

(a) y = x + 1
(b) y = 2x + 1 (c) y = x − 2
(d) y = x − 3
(e) y = x − 1
In a gymnastics club, there are 8 girls for every 3 boys. There are 55 children in the
club. How many boys are there?
(a) 15 boys
(b) 40 boys
(c) 11 boys
(d) 20 boys
(e) 24 boys
When making blackcurrant squash, Margaret mixes 1 part of the concentrate with
15 parts of water. How much concentrate does she use to make 160 litres of
blackcurrant squash?
(a) 10 litres
(b) 15 litres
(c) 18 litres
(d) 20 litres
(e) 21 litres
Which percentage is equivalent to the fraction 170 ?
250
(a) 17%
(b) 34%
(c) 42%
(d) 68%
(e) 85%
What do you need to add to 7.67 to make 34.45?
(a) 42.12
(b) 23.48
(c) 27.48
(d) 24.78
(e) 26.78
The shape shown is made up of 3 equilateral triangles on each side of a square that
has sides of 18 cm. What is the perimeter of the shape?
(a) 144 cm
(b) 72 cm
(c) 24 cm
(d) 108 cm
(e) 100 cm

(3)

(2)
(2)
(1)

(2)

(1)
(e) 63

18 cm

(1)
(e) 2484
(1)
(e) 68

13/08/14 3:16 PM

Not drawn accurately
Turn over to the next page
17

16
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Brothers only

(8)

12 What is the volume of a cuboid measuring
8 cm by 5 cm by 4 cm?

hours

4 Harry has the six number cards below.

829628_04_Maths_WB_MA_p10.indd 10

9781471849268

Number of pupils

Paper 11

Mental Arithmetic

9781471829635

Siblings

(b) Represent this data in a Venn diagram with
two sets: Brothers and Sisters.

■	Covers number, calculations, problem-solving, pre-algebra, shape,
space and measures, and handling data

Not divisible
by 3

The table shows the results of a survey about siblings for a group of year 6 pupils.

(a) Write the results in the correct region of this
Carroll diagram.

■	70 topic tests including 10 mixed topic tests

9781471829628

Divisible
by 3

Test

Timed questions to see what real
exam questions are like. The last one
will be difficult, so if the pupil can do
this one, the skill is nearly mastered.

Learn how to apply knowledge in exam-style questions with these
write-in workbooks.

Not
odd

(b) Draw a Venn diagram showing those numbers that
are odd and those that are divisible by 3
Write each number in the correct region.

11+ Mathematics Practice Papers 2 – Paper 11

Mathematics wo rkb o o ks

£8.99

4

6

(a) Write each number in the correct region
of this Carroll diagram.

9781471829611

3

Try

Some not-too-difficult questions
for pupils to take a close look at
to understand how they work.

■ Ensure confidence in every topic with end-of-chapter tests

9781471829505

Tennis

(b) How many boys play neither tennis nor cricket?

try

■ Plot and track revision with comprehensive progress records

£12.99

1

(a) How many boys play tennis but not cricket?

■	Gain practical tips, advice and insights into the exams
9781471849213

Train

Questions to introduce
pupils to using the skills.

A vital revision guide that covers all the key content for pre-tests
and 11+ independent school entrance examinations, including
ISEB, CEM, GL and Consortium.

11+ Mathematics Revision Guide – Chapter 6: Handling data

1 1 + Math ematics Revisi o n G ui de

A: Carroll diagrams and Venn diagrams

Key words: discrete data, Carroll diagram, Venn diagram, highest common factor,
common factor
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11+ REVISION & PRACTICE

Sc i e n c e

£12.99

■	Consolidates revision with all the key information in one place
■	Features helpful insight into the exams, with examples, practical tips and advice
■	Tests understanding and technique with timed, levelled exam-style questions

11+ Science p ractice pa p ers

●

Making new materials

Red cabbage extract is red in acidic solutions, purple in neutral solutions and green in alkaline
solutions.

Naturally-occurring chemical reactions in the cells of living things
make new materials for them to grow and reproduce. Sometimes this
creates materials that are useful for humans as well, for example wood,
cotton, wool.

Another naturally-occurring indicator can be extracted from red cabbage:
Chop the leaves finely.
Add water.
Boil until the water becomes strongly coloured.
● Filter the mixture.
●
l

chemist
man-made
naturally-occuring
synthetic

1 Underline the word that best completes the following sentences.
A glass
B paraffin wax
(b) An example of a synthetic material is

Chemists use chemical changes to make new materials that are useful. For example, Spencer
Silver was working with chemical changes to make stronger glues for the space industry. While
he was doing this he discovered the special ‘tacky’ glue used for sticky notes when an experiment
did not turn out the way he expected.

● Neutral: salt solution, sugar solution, pure water.

(2)

● B: Units, measurement and working safely ................12

Test

Test time: 09:00

● C: Testing .......................................................................... 14

● D: Recording
results 1: Tables and bar charts ............... 16
3 Complete the table, showing whether each material is natural or man-made
and suggesting
two uses for each, based on your knowledge of their properties.
● E: Displaying results 2: Plotting graphs .................. 18

Material
Plastic

indicator
neutral

Natural or man-made

Might be used for

Man-made

Windows, spectacles

Clay
Wood

● F: Interpreting graphs ................................................. 20

2

Biology: Living things in their environment

● Setting the scene: Life processes ............................ 23

(5)
● A: Green plants: Structure
and growth ................. 24

Safe acids taste sour. Safe alkalis may taste or feel soapy. Neutral substances are neither acidic
nor alkaline.

4 Chemists are working hard to find plant-based materials as alternatives●toB:oil
products
Green
plants:for
Nutrition and life cycle .............. 26
making plastics. Suggest one reason why this is necessary.

Many acids and alkalis are not safe to taste or handle
so we use indicators to tell us whether a solution is
acidic, neutral or alkaline.

● C: Feeding relationships and adaptation .............. 30

(1)

● D: Habitats ...................................................................... 32

5 (a) Describe how you might extract the coloured pigment from some orange berries.

● E: Human impact on the environment .................. 34

Indicators are substances, often extracted from
natural materials, which react with acids and alkalis
to give diagnostic colour changes.

Litmus may be in the form of a solution or as
test papers.

5

● A: Variables and questions ........................................ 11

● Alkaline: bicarbonate of soda solution, many cleaning products.

Litmus is pink in acidic solutions, blue in alkaline
solutions and purple in neutral solutions.

● HowDtowood
use this book

1

Indicators
acidic
alkaline
extract

C plastic

A beeswax
B clay
C concrete
D wool
(2)
2 What colour is shown by litmus solution when it is added to lemon juice? Explain
yourscientifically
answer.
Working

Ruth Berenito was an American chemist who saw that cotton fabrics were hard to care for
because they became so crumpled and hard to iron when washed. She carried out experiments
to find a way of coating the fibres of cotton fabric to stop them becoming so bent and tangled
when they were put into water.

● Acidic: lemon juice, vinegar.

Use this page to plot your revision. Colour in the boxes when you feel confident with the skill and
note your score and time for each test in the boxes.
Topics in italic are not included in the ISEB 11+ examination.

(a) An example of a naturally-occurring material is

Many materials used to make everyday things are created by man-made (synthetic) processes.
For example, plastics, paraffin wax, concrete.

All solutions can be described as being acidic, neutral or alkaline.

Contents and progress record

Try

● F: Animal life cycles ..................................................... 36
● G: Human life cycle ..................................................... 38

(4)

● H: Evolution and inheritance .................................... 40

Beaker A:
Beaker B:
Beaker C:
If both strips show
If the pink strip
If both strips show
pink, the solution
stays pink and the
blue, the solution
is acidic.
blue strip stays blue,
is alkaline.
the solution is neutral.

(b) It is found that the orange berry extract shows orange in acids, dark yellow in neutral
● I: Classification of plants and animals ................... 42
liquids and paler yellow in alkalis. Would you consider this to be a good
indicator?
● J: Keys .............................................................................. 44
Explain your answer.
● K: The human body ...................................................... 48
● L: Teeth and nutrition
(2) ................................................. 50
● M: The heart and circulation ..................................... 52
73

72

● N: Lungs and breathing, smoking

and other drugs ............................................................. 54
9781471849237.indb 72

18/03/16 9:59 PM
● O: Micro-organisms .....................................................
56

9781471849237.indb 73

18/03/16 9:59 PM
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● Test 1 Biology ............................................................... 58

Prepare for the most challenging of pre-tests and 11+ independent school
entrance exams with twelve exam papers designed to test pupils’ ability
across all topics they could encounter.

9781471849237.indb 3

Answers are to be written on the question paper. Answer all the questions.

reversible

You are allowed to use a calculator.

£14.99

non-reversible

1 Select words from the box to complete the following sentences. Each word may be
used once, more than once or not at all.

■ Features levelled papers to help build skills for top marks

air resistance
dimmer
reptile

■	Identify weaker areas and improve results with detailed answers
and commentary

amphibian
fossils
soluble

brain
gravity
vibrate

brighter
humus

(1)

(ii) A tomato ripening
reversible

conductor
insulator

non-reversible

(1)

(iii) Superglue setting

(a) Sounds are made when objects

reversible

(1)

non-reversible
(b) Copper is used for household wiring because it is an electrical

(1)

(iv) Water condensing on a window
reversible

(1)
(c) A tadpole is a young

non-reversible

(1)

(d) Adding another bulb to a circuit makes the bulbs

(1)

(e) Sugar dissolves in water because it is

(1)

11+ Science Practice Papers – Paper 12: 11+ Mock Exam

■	Build exam-room confidence with a variety of exam-paper styles

Paper 12: 11+ Mock Exam

Test time: 60:00

(1)

Rusting is a non-reversible change.
(b) (i) Which two conditions are needed for rusting to take place?
(2)
(ii) Bob noticed that the metal part of his garden spade went rusty but the metal
part of the greenhouse did not rust.
Suggest a reason for these observations.

(f) The force that slows a spacecraft re-entering the atmosphere is
(1)
(g) The remains of once-living things found in rocks are called

(2)
(iii) Suggest one way Bob could prevent his garden spade from rusting in future.
Explain your answer.

(1)

(2)

Turn over to the next page.
89

88

9781471849282.indb 88
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2 Changes in materials may be reversible or non-reversible.
(a) Tick the correct box to show whether each of the following changes is reversible or
non-reversible.
(i) An ice lolly melting

Paper 12: 11+ Mock Exam

9781471849282

11+ Science Revision Guide – Contents and progress record

9781471849237

Chemical reactions may be naturally-occurring or man-made. All chemical reactions result in the
formation of new materials, some of which may be useful to us in a variety of ways. You need to
be able to recognise the difference between natural and man-made (synthetic) materials.

Nearly all materials are made through chemical reactions.

3 Chemistry:Propertiesandusesofmaterials

Complete coverage of the ISEB 11+ science syllabus and stretching
extension content ensures that every topic, across biology, chemistry and
physics, is thoroughly revised ahead of the exams.

11+ Science Revision Guide – Chapter 3: Properties and uses of materials

Secure top marks in a wide range of 11+ independent school entrance
exams with this essential revision guide.

The test papers will usually be either pink or blue. It is good practice to use one of each when
testing a solution to make sure that you get the right answer.

E:Chemicalchanges2:Newmaterialsandindicators

11+ Science Revisi o n G ui de

E: Chemical changes 2: New materials
and indicators

I
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11+ REVISION & PRACTICE

Verbal Reasoning
tri cky s ki l l

■	No prior knowledge of verbal reasoning required, chapter introductions link the skills with work already covered
in English and maths lessons
■ Clear chapter headings divide revision into manageable chunks

11+ Verbal Reasoning STUDY AND REVISION GUIDE

l How to use this book

1

5

Synonyms and antonyms

Contructing words

l Find the hidden word .................................. 12

l Find the missing letters ............................. 20

1 Constructing words

Introduction

As its name
suggests, this chapter 28
is all about word building. You will learn to find hidden words
l Spot the difference
....................................

l

words together to build longer words.

Working with numbers and algebra

Understanding word meaning
2 in context

Editing and evaluating
own compositions

Literary analysis and
appraisal of writers’ work

Writing for meaning
and effect

Using inference and
deduction

Planning and drafting
text

/ 40

Grammar and
punctuation

Understanding word meaning
1 word level

:

Summarising and
retrieving information

Find the word that means the opposite, or nearly the opposite, of the bold word. Circle the
letter beneath the correct answer.

noun

(rabbit,
noun

large,
adjective

preach

a

verb

The verbs ‘glide’ and ‘take’ do not mean the same, nor do the nouns ‘cart’ and ‘rabbit’, so the
answer is straightforward: ‘big’ and ‘large’ are both adjectives with similar meanings.
l Now look at the example at the top of the page.
Some words could be used either as nouns
Some synonyms or antonyms
or verbs: for example:
may appear within the same
brackets – these cannot be
selected. Always choose one word
slip – to slip (verb)
a slip of paper (noun)
from each bracket.
slide – to slide (verb)
play on a slide (noun)
l

reward

praise

2

take)

rise

3

slight

4

hinder

raise

criticise

practise

b

c

d

e

smooth

fall

twist

sun

rose

a

b

c

d

e

small

weight

a

b

c

d

e

trouble

forest

interfere

large

criticise

trivial

assist

tumble

a

b

c

d

e

Test

Test time: 02:30

Find two words, one from each set, that are most similar in meaning. Circle the words.

But if you take ‘slip’ as a verb, it is similar in meaning to ‘slide’ as a verb. So this is the
correct answer.

5

(push, go, send)

6

(break, reveal, miss)

(hide, snap, free)

7

(fearful, doubtful, calm)

(hold, pull, shove)
(scream, anxious, dangerous)
27

26

Understanding the
structure and purpose
of texts

Features of different
genres

verb

cart)

adjective

synonyms:

l

2 Understanding word meaning

11+ Verbal Reasoning
Study and Revision
Guide – Learning Ladder
for Chapter 1

l Anagrams and word meaning
................. 42
Applying algebra skills

■	Includes topics such as constructing words, understanding word
meaning, working with numbers and algebra, and developing logic skills

£12.99

ENGLISH
LEARNING LADDER

LEARNING
LADDER
l Complete the sentence
............................
36

l Test 2 .............................................................. 44

9781471849244

adjective

l Choose a word to fitVERBAL
a spaceREASONING
................... 34

■	Includes helpful insight into the exams, with practical tips and advice

glide,

waking )

noun

Try

Consider the kind of words that appear in the following question. Finding two words from the
same word class should reveal the answer.

(big,

bed,

verb/noun

Can you think of two antonyms and two synonyms for the following word?
antonyms:

difficult

Method

in sentences and be shown how to find common letters that complete two unfinished words.

l Word analogiesOther
............................................
30 of how words are constructed as you join two short
questions will test your knowledge

(drive,

adverb/adjective

Train
1

But think carefully before you choose your answer – sometimes words have more than one
meaning! For example: ‘fly’, ‘shed’ and ‘flap’ are both nouns and verbs and so will have two
different meanings (these words are called homonyms), e.g. as a verb, ‘fly’ means how a bird
travels through the air; fly – noun is a type of insect. These words with double meanings are
often clues to the answer.

l Synonyms and antonyms ......................... 26

asleep )

verb

Tricky skill

The skill in answering these questions is to really concentrate on the kind of words you are
looking at before you start. Is the word a noun, verb, adjective, adverb or some other class of
word? You will find that the words you are looking for will always come from the same word class.

Understanding word meaning

ride,

‘asleep’ and ‘waking’ are opposite in meaning and are both adjectives, so this is the correct answer.

Sometimes more than two words may seem quite similar, for example: mend, repair, improve.
You will need to think carefully about these words. Although they are all verbs, and they all
mean making something better, only ‘mend’ and ‘repair’ involve something that is damaged.

Most questions should contain words that you are likely to know as you are being tested on your
skills in comparing words, more than what difficult words mean.

:

/ 20

l Test 1 ............................................................... 22

Logic

l

The example above shows one of the most common types of question and the ‘Try’ questions
opposite show another type. You might also be asked to find missing letters in a clue word or
even to choose words from a grid. But don’t be put off by the way the questions are asked – the
problems are still the same!

l Join the words .............................................. 18

l Order the sentence .................................... 40

slide

Synonym and antonym questions ask you to find words with similar or opposite meaning. These
questions come up very frequently in verbal reasoning tests and are asked in lots of different ways.

l Find a common letter ................................. 16

l Definitions in context ............................... 38

verb

slip

(slip, jump, lead) (skip, slide, step)

l Match the meaning ................................... 32

■	Covers all skills and question types that could be encountered in
pre-tests and 11+ independent school exams

(dreaming,

Find two words, one from each set, that are most similar in meaning.

l Move a single letter ..................................... 14

2

Some questions ask you to find antonyms rather than synonyms. In these questions you are
looking for words that are the most opposite in meaning. The answer to these questions will
also come from the same word class. For example:

Skill definition: to find two words closest in meaning (synonyms), or most opposite in
meaning (antonyms)

Synonyms and antonyms

■	Handy contents pages double as progress records to easily track progression throughout the course

Use this page to plot your revision. Colour in the boxes when you feel confident with the skill and
note your score and time for each test in the boxes.

11+ Verbal Reasoning Study and Revision Guide –
Chapter 2: Understanding word meaning

The support of 11+ tutors, independent school teachers, test writers and specialist authors has ensured that all
books in this essential new range are accessible, engaging and provide exceptional preparation.

Pupils to read about the skills
and follow an example either
individually or with a teacher

Contents and progress record

11+ Verbal Reasoning Study and Revision Guide –
Contents and progress record

V e rba l Rea soning

9781471849244_FM-ch04.indd 26
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Understanding word
meaning in context

Transcription

Word reading

and vocabulary
and spelling
LearningConstructing
ladders
show pupils
how skills
in
words
Writing skills
Comprehension
verbal reasoning link to familiar
areas
of skills
English
and
they
have
learned
inyouschool
As you work
throughmaths
this book you will
see these
ladders appear.
In this chapter
are

Verba l R easoning wo rkbo o ks

working through the skills at the bottom of the ladder, and by the end of the book you will
have reached the top!
The Learning ladders are here to show you how these unfamiliar questions are actually testing
skills you already have, just in a slightly different way. The verbal reasoning questions in this
chapter are trying to find out if you understand how words are put together by looking at your
basic skills in word reading, spelling and vocabulary (shown at the bottom of the ladders).

2

9781471849329

£8.99

Have a go

Write-in workbooks complete with pull-out answers

9781471849336

£8.99

1 1 + Verba l R easoning p ract i ce p ap e rs
■	Perfect exam technique with a variety of exam-paper styles under
timed conditions

9781471849299

£9.99

9781471869068

£9.99

■	Identify weaker areas and improve results with detailed model
answers and commentary
■ Teach pupils to improve their response rates with timed papers

1 hollow

10

1

eager

incomplete

2

unworthy

small

3

sharp

sensible

4

whole

unenthusiastic

5

talkative

tone

6

foolish

deserving

7

miniature

rounded

8

shade

reserved

4 lonely
5 rigid

(1)

per
a

(1)

ro

ed

18/12/15 8:48 PM

up

d
i
r

10 obvious

(1)
ly

(1)
s

d

(1)

y

hid

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

(1)

Score

/ 10

It is useful to know synonyms too, and sometimes knowing more than one synonym for a
word can help you to answer verbal reasoning questions. Try to think of three synonyms for
each of these words:
1 immense
2 minute

10

outstanding

caring

3 commence

11

slovenly

unkind

4 harmless

12

callous

optimistic

13

assemble

careful

14

malevolent

contamination

15

cynical

disperse

16

economical

mediocre

Te l : 0 1 2 3 5 4 0 0 5 5 5
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grate

grill

mince

gloomy
field
nearby
peace
catch
pitch
volleyball
march
diary
sluggish

bleak
fence
adjacent
segment
grasp
sound
cricket
plod
journal
swift

grim
pasture
distant
section
seize
key
badminton
travel
article
fast

grace
meadow
close
piece
drop
tone
hockey
stomp
journey
rapid

grill

Insert letters in the gaps to complete the word on the right so that it is an antonym or
nearly an antonym of the word on the left. Follow the example to answer the questions,
then write the missing letters on the lines provided.
available
11
12
13
14
15

5 prance

easy
relax
smooth
bent
uncouth

ta k
dif
ti
r
st
c

e n
ult
en
gh

v

li

ght
e

Read the sentence and answer the question. Follow the example, then write your
answer on the line provided.
The icy surface was hazardous.
What does ‘hazardous’ mean?
13

12

Hazardous means dangerous.

16 Parrots can imitate humans when they talk.
What does ‘imitate’ mean?

9781471849329.indb 12
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17 The police officer apprehended the felon.
What does ‘apprehended’ mean?

Ha v e a go

try it o ut

Try these activities to
build your skills

Use your new skills

18 The boy was vindictive and determined to settle the grudge.
What does ‘vindictive’ mean?

16

9781471849299.indd 16

26

shred

(1)

n

Try it out

sparing

Test time: 27 minutes

Three of the words in the list are related to each other in some way. Find the word that
is not linked to the others. Follow the example to answer the questions, then write the
word on the line provided.

(1)

t

8 impartial
9 solid

Paper 3

(1)

e
ik

7 urge

T es t y o urs el f
Complete exam-style questions

(1)

ti

6 probable

Now try these. There are more words to match and the meanings are trickier so take your
time and think carefully!
purity

i

s

2 beginner
3 lethargic

9781471849244_FM-ch04.indd
10
Having a good vocabulary
is really important.
This question type tests your knowledge of
antonyms and synonyms. Draw lines between the words on the left and the words on the
right to match the words that are opposite or closest in meaning. Here are some fairly simple
ones to get you started.

9

8:48 PM

Insert letters in the gaps to complete the word on the right so it is an antonym or nearly an
antonym of the word on the left. Write the missing letters on the lines provided.

Insert letters in the gap to complete the word on the right so it is an antonym or nearly an
antonym of the word on the left.
available
ta k e n

Verbal Reasoning Workbook Age 9–11 – Chapter 2:
Understanding word meaning

£8.99

Test
Reading will always be the most effective way of broadening your child’s vocabulary
and yourself 18/12/15
improving their spelling. The more they read, the more words they encounter and the easier they
will find questions of this kind, which require an ability to recognise a real word when they see one.

Synonyms and antonyms 1

9781471849244_FM-ch04.indd 3

■	Improve speed in answering questions
9781471849312

How did you get on? Could you match up all the pairs of antonyms?

Advice word
for parents
Understanding
meaning

Synonymsandantonyms1

■ Develop problem-solving skills and techniques

11+ Verbal Reasoning Practice Papers 1 – Paper 3

■	Practise extensively with over 300 questions in each book

Te l : 0 1 2 3 5 4 0 0 5 5 5
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11+ REVISION & PRACTICE

11+ Non-Verbal Reasoning STUDY AND REVISION GUIDE

Part 1: What is Non-Verbal Reasoning?

1

l

l Questions where the picture moves ............... 18

1

Write-in workbooks complete with pull-out answers

9781471849367

£8.99

11+ Non-Verbal Reasoning practice papers
■	Perfect exam technique with a variety of exam-paper styles under
timed conditions

9781471849305

£9.99

9781471869075

£9.99

■	Identify weaker areas and improve results with detailed model answers
and commentary

l
l

areas of Maths. The learning ladders below show you how these unfamiliar questions are actually
testing skills you already have, just in a slightly different way. Simpler Non-Verbal Reasoning

skills appearand
at therelationships
bottom of the ladders, working towards the more challenging skills at the top.
Numbers, shapes

MATHEMATICS LEARNING LADDER

l Problems involving scale .................................... 30
Matrices

l

l

Handling data

b

c

d

I

Visit: galorepark.co.uk

e

This is a variation on the Applying changes question on pages 30–31, with an extra example.
Start by comparing the first pair of pictures.
• The white circle on the left does not change
• The black and striped shapes change in shading and also in position – the middle shape
overlaps the right-hand shape in the first picture but the right-hand shape overlaps the
middle shape in the second picture.
Now look at the second set of pictures.
• The black star on the left does not change.
• The middle and right-hand shapes appear to change shading and shape. However, the rule
used to change the bottom set of pictures is the same as in the top set, even though it is
more difficult to see what is going on with the polygon and the triangle.
Finally apply the same rule to the picture on the right.
• The white triangle will not change, which means you can reject options a and e.
• Looking at the two shapes on the right of this picture, you know that the right-hand shape will
overlap the shape in the middle. Both c and d could still be correct, but not b.
• You also know that the shading and the position swap, so option c must be the correct answer.

a

b

c

d

e

a

b

c

d

e

a

b

c

d

e

4

5

49

48

l Shapes and shadingConnections
..............................................
with codes
Sequences 32

Algebra

l Line styles and angles
34
Placement ..........................................
Reflection
Rotation
Translation

9781471849251.indb 48

Position and direction
Measurement

2D views of 3D shapes

4/22/16 6:46 PM

9781471849251.indb 49

4/22/16 6:46 PM

Properties of shapes

Working with proportion
l 2D views of 3D pictures ......................................
40

Ratio and proportion

Working with numbers
l Test 2 .......................................................................
42

Number and place value

Fractions

:

/ 20

Calculations

This section, Part 1, ladders
explains which areas
of Maths can
help you break
down theskills
questions into
Learning
show
pupils
how
in
steps that are easy to follow. It then looks at a few of the different types of questions you might
find them in.
non-verbal
reasoning link to familiar areas of
In Parts 2 and 3, you will work from the simpler skills at the bottom of the learning ladder to the
maths
they have learned in school
more challenging skills further up. You will reach the top of the ladder in Part 3!

Advice for parents

Sequences 2

Non-Verbal Reasoning questions are testing a number of skills. Some relate to the ability to
identify patterns between shapes; some link more closely to memory, such as the more complex
translations and rotations in Chapter 3. Others questions relate to spatial abilities, for example,
The following questions have either a space or an outline for where the missing picture in the
where the task is to visualise a three-dimensional (3D) shape from a different angle.
sequence belongs.

9781471849251.indb 3

4/22/16 6:45 PM

1

Have a go

In these sequences each picture changes in some way from the picture before it. Complete
the final picture in each sequence.
10

1

9781471849251.indb 10

2

a

2

b

c

4/22/16 6:45 PM

d

Paper 10

e

Test time: 22:00

Look at these sets of pictures. Identify the one that is most unlike the others. Circle the
letter beneath the correct answer. For example:

For questions 3 and 4 draw the missing picture in the sequence.
3

a
b

a

4

c

d

e

5 Look at all the elements in this sequence. Then answer the questions about it on the answer
lines below.

c

d

e

a

b

c

d

e

a

b

c

d

e

a

b

c

d

e

a

b

c

d

e

a

b

c

d

e

a

b

c

d

e

2

a

(a) Which shape rotates 90° clockwise?

b

1

3

b

c

d

e

4
3

(b) Which shape increases by one each time?
(c) Which shape alternates its position?

Test yourself
4

The five boxes on the left show a pattern that is arranged in a sequence. Choose the answer
option that completes the sequence when inserted in the blank box. Circle the letter beneath
the correct answer. For example:

a

b

c

d

e

Score

/4

Try it out
5
a

b

c

d

Draw five circles. Draw a sequence of four patterns in them and leave one blank. In five other circles,
suggest some answer options and see if a friend or parent can guess which is the missing pattern.

e

45

44

6
9781471849343.indd 44

24/02/16 11:39 AM

9781471849343.indd 45

24/02/16 11:39 AM

■ Teach pupils to improve their response rates with timed papers

Te l : 0 1 2 3 5 4 0 0 5 5 5

d

Test time: 02:00

e

18

9781471869075.indd 18

28

c

3

a

l Working with numbers
.......................................
28
NON-VERBAL
REASONING LEARNING LADDER

b

Test

General themes and question
types
:
/8

When you first look at a set of Non-Verbal Reasoning questions, you may find it difficult to know
where to start. They may not seem to relate to anything you have encountered at school, so
where do you begin?

C Codes, sequences and matrices

£8.99

a

Introduction

Part 2: Skills
forbesolving
questions
26to
You might
surprised to find
out that Non-Verbal Reasoning questions are closely linked

Non-Verbal Reasoning Workbook Age 8–10 – C: Codes, sequences and matrices

£8.99

9781471849350

2

Sequences 2

9781471849343

Look at the two sets of pictures on the left connected by arrows and decide how the first
pictures have been changed to create the second. Now apply the same rule to the third set
and circle the letter beneath the correct answer from the five options.

Draw shapes on
tracing paper so
that you can look
at the new shapes
created when you
overlap them in
different ways.

l Test 1 ....................................................................... 24

Non-Verbal Reasoning workbooks

■	Improve speed in answering questions

Try

• the position of shapes in relation to each other
(such as next to a side or vertex) and
whether they are touching or separate
• shapes that overlap and create layers. These
generally stay the same shade although, in
more difficult examples, the shading may
change as well.
Sometimes the changing feature is a space rather
than any of the elements in an image. Here the
gaps in the squares are all facing outwards.

Look at the two sets of pictures on the left connected by arrows and decide how the first
pictures have been changed to create the second. Now apply the same rule to the third set
and circle the letter beneath the correct answer from the five options.

l Questions involving matrices ............................ 22

l 3D views of 2D pictures
......................................
36
Shapes and shading
Line styles and angles

■ Develop problem-solving skills and techniques

(a) How many squares are there in this picture?
(b) In the set of triangles above, the white triangles are all ‘transparent’ and the same size.

Method

Part 1: What is Non-Verbal Reasoning?

l Questions involving algebra............................... 20

2

The set of squares on the right is made up of one large
‘transparent’ square and a number of other smaller squares
that are shaded either black or white.

What is the total number of triangles, both black and white, in the picture?

l Questions where the picture changes ........... 16

■ Topics including sequences, translations and matrices

■	Practise extensively with over 300 questions in each book

1

You have seen that there can be many different elements in a Non-Verbal Reasoning question.
Sometimes the position in which they are placed can also be important.
The common features you may come across are:
• patterns made up of groups of shapes

• the direction in which a shape or arrow is pointing

General themes and question types

l Working out what is important ....................... 14

■ Includes helpful insight into the exams, with practical tips and advice
£12.99

10

l

l What you can expect to see ............................. 12

■	Covers all skills and question types that could be encountered in
pre-tests and 11+ independent school exams

9781471849251

Train

Skill definition: Find patterns where the position of the elements change, or show direction.
l

11+ Non-Verbal Reasoning Study and Revision Guide –
Chapter 3: Links of position and direction

■ Clear chapter headings divide revision into manageable chunks

Placement

5

11+ Non-Verbal Reasoning Practice
Papers 2 – Paper 10

■	No prior knowledge of non-verbal reasoning required, chapter introductions link the skills with work already
covered in maths lessons

l How to use this book

3 Links of position and direction

■	Handy contents pages double as progress records, to easily track progression throughout the course

Use this page to plot your revision. Colour in the boxes when you feel confident with the skill and
note your score and time for each test in the boxes.
Placement

The support of 11+ tutors, independent school teachers, test writers and specialist authors has ensured that all
books in this essential new range are accessible, engaging and provide exceptional preparation.

Contents and progress record

11+ Non-Verbal
Reasoning Study and
Revision Guide – Learning
Ladder for Chapter 1

N o n-Ver ba l Re asoning

11+ Non-Verbal Reasoning Study and Revision Guide –
Contents and progress record

non-Verbal Reasoning
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S t u d y S k i ll s

13+ Common Entrance
R e v i s i o n a n d P RACTICE RE S OURCE S

approved

Updated for the latest ISEB syllabuses, and fully reviewed and endorsed by ISEB-approved subject editors,
our range of revision resources at 13+ will build confidence for Common Entrance and set your pupils up
for success.

Study Skills: Building the study skills needed
for 11+ and pre-tests
Developed exclusively for 11+, pre-test and independent school

T h e G a lore Park L ea r n i n g J o u r n ey
Our 13+ revision resources are designed to support your pupils at every stage of the revision journey.

exam preparation, this new book will help you support your pupils in
overcoming exam stress and reaching their full potential.

1 3 + R ev i s i o n G u i d es

■	A holistic approach to study with the pupil’s emotional well-being as
the main concern
9781510404458

£9.99

Pre-order an inspection copy now

■	Help each pupil identify their own learning style and make study far
more efficient
■	Information and advice for every subject tested at 11+ and pre-tests,

Revisit content and check
understanding with our
comprehensive revision guides
for 13+ Common Entrance.

including verbal reasoning and non-verbal reasoning
Free additional resources, including subject checklists, study planners,
feedback forms and ready-made classroom activities saves you
valuable time in lesson preparation.

1 3 + E x a m P r a c t i c e Q u es t i o n s

galorepark.co.uk/studyskills

Have you shared The P are nt G ui de wit h t he parents of your pupi l s yet ?

Galore Park, in conjunction with the
Independent Schools Examinations Board
(ISEB), has created this easy-to-read guide for
parents, containing useful information
about pre-tests, 11+ and 13+ entrance exams.
Download for free at
galorepark.co.uk/theparentguide

30
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Build exam-room confidence
with a wealth of exam-style
questions based on the ISEB 13+
Common Entrance exams.

1 3 + E x a m P r a c t i c e A n s w er s

Perfect exam technique
with detailed answers to all
questions featured in the
corresponding Common
Entrance 13+ Exam Practice
Questions books.

31

13+ revision & practice

english
5 Creative writing

5

approved

Look at an example of a professional writer using sentences of different
lengths:

Creative writing

Her beauty silenced us. Despite Kenji’s enthusiasm earlier, I was quite unprepared for
it. I thought then that I understood Lady Maruyana’s suffering: at least part of it had to
be jealousy. How could any man refuse the possession of such beauty?
(From Across the Nightingale Floor by Lian Hearn, 2002)

In one paragraph Lian Hearn has a sequence of sentences which have – in
order – 4, 10, 18 and 10 words. Read it aloud. You will notice that varied
sentence and word length creates rhythm, which matters as much in prose as
in poetry. The stresses in the words rise and fall in an irregular way but the
writing sounds complete and elegant because of its prose rhythm.
One technique is to build a paragraph of three sentences, each one shorter
than the one before. It is quite dramatic and makes your reader want to hurry
on to the next paragraph. Here is an example of a professional writer using
this technique:

Paper 2 invites you to write in an original, fictional, imaginative way.
This chapter therefore looks at some of the general skills that are required
for writing well and then goes on to focus on the skills you need for writing
stories and descriptions, including how to create convincing characters and
dialogue.
Paper 2 will give you a choice of subjects to write about. The paper usually
includes options such as:
●

an imaginative description

●

a quotation, statement or title which you can respond to in any
imaginative way you wish.

Exam tips

Becky knew her tirade had gone too far, that she’d spoiled the day, that it would make
her mother cry, and that she’d hate herself later for making her unhappy again. But to
her surprise, her mother didn’t cry this time. Instead she went very quiet.
(From Best Mates by Michael Morpurgo, 2007)

Exam tip

Sentence shape

Remember that with the third option above you are free to write in any
way you wish but your use of language needs to be appropriate and
accurate.

Make sure that you vary the shapes of your sentences too. If you are writing a
story about Josh don’t start the first five sentences with ‘Josh’ or ‘he’ followed
by a verb.
Instead:

You must choose one of these. The same options for writing are offered at
both levels.
The examiner wants you to be as free as possible to show how well you can
use language imaginatively to write descriptively and to tell stories. That is why
the suggestions you are given to choose from are quite vague and open ended.
It is important that you:

■	Provides practical guidance on improving written answers and exam technique
■	Includes advice on creative writing and how to write for practical purposes

●

write in an appropriate way for the task you have chosen

●

spell correctly

●

punctuate and use grammar properly

●

use exciting vocabulary accurately.

●

Knowing that he was already late, Josh …
Desperate and angry, Josh …
●

write:
Because he knew Mia was in terrible danger, Josh ran as fast as he could.

5.1 Writing well

£16.99

Here are some practical ideas to help you improve the quality of your writing.

Revision tips

Write an occasional ‘inside out’ sentence. So, instead of:
Josh ran as fast as he could because Mia was in terrible danger.

●

9781471874314

Start sometimes with a fronted clause or phrase, for example:

If you’re writing conversation, vary the position of the words which explain
who is speaking (the speech tags). They can go at the beginning, in the
middle or at the end of spoken words. Change the order of them too. Use
‘Martha said’ as well as ‘said Martha’:
Freddy said, ‘I don’t believe a word of it. It just can’t be true.’
‘I don’t believe a word of it. It just can’t be true,’ said Freddy.

Revision tip
As you revise, try writing paragraphs with sentences of different lengths.
Look out for sentences of different lengths while you’re reading too.

‘I don’t believe a word of it,’ said Freddy. ‘It just can’t be true.’
●

Stir some indirect speech into the mix of conversation too:
Freddy said he didn’t believe a word of it because it just couldn’t be true.

Sentence length
Vary the length of your sentences. A piece of writing in which all the
sentences are roughly the same length is usually dull and flat.

Englis h for C ommon Entrance
13+ Ex a m P ract i ce Q ue s t i o ns

9781471874314.indb 44

■	C lear layout for easy marking
■	Highlights requirements for each level
■ Provides guidance to help pupils achieve top marks
9781471868993

Level 1
(2)

2 Look at lines 1–17.

What can it be
This curious anxiety?
It is as if I wanted
To fly away from here.

Instinct is driving the bird to do two things which it is unable to do. What are
they? Write down two quotations that tell you this.
(4)
3

5 But how absurd!
I have never flown in my life,
And I do not know
What flying means, though I have heard,
Of course, something about it.

a) ‘Why, then, do I weep with anguish,
And beat my head and my wings
Against these sharp wires,’ (lines 20–22)
What is the bird’s mood? Write down and explain a brief quotation from
these lines to support your thoughts.
(3)
b) ‘… while the children/Smile at each other, saying: “Hark how he sings”?’
(lines 22–23)
What is the children’s mood? Write down and explain a quotation from
these lines to support your thought.
(3)

10 Why do I peck the wires of this little cage?
It is the only nest I have ever known.
But I want to build my own,
High in the secret branches of the air.

5

(4)Q

Answer
b) agree:
● birds should always be in their natural habitat despite
inherent dangers
Q
Answer
Mark Additional guidance
● it is not for humans to decide where birds live
● it is cruel to restrict/prevent birds’ flight and need to nest
Level 2
up to 2 marks for
● to show the bird’s anxiety/worry/confusion
2
1
disagree:
two reasons
● asks itself a question to show inner thoughts
● there may be times when it is advisable to keep birds in captivity,
1 The bird is ‘Caged’ in ‘Springtime’ and suffers a ‘curious anxiety’ (line 2). Explain
● to interest the reader immediately
e.g. to prevent extinction, veterinary care, research, education, bird
reasons for its anxiety.
(4)
● to enable the reader to understand two
the bird/humanise
the bird Why do you think it feels like this?
sanctuary
● fly
1 mark
for each
2
2 Comment on the ‘question and 4answer’
structure
used throughout the poem.
TOTAL
● build a nest
How does this help your understanding of the bird?
(2 + 2)
fly:
3 Look
carefully
at the language of the1last
four
of the poem and comment,
● ‘It is as if I wanted/To fly away from
here.’
(lines 3–4)
mark
forlines
suitable/
in as much detail as you can, on the poet’s
vocabulary choices that describe the
● ‘I have never flown in my life’ (line 6)
supporting
bird’s(lines
and the
(6) 5 ‘The Caged Bird in Springtime’ by James Kirkup
● ‘And I do not know/What flying means’
7–8)children’s behaviour. quotation
build a nest:
1 mark
for suitable/
4 a) ‘High in the secret branches of the
air.’ (line
13)
● ‘But I want to build my own’ (line 12)
Level 2
supporting
Identify
the
poetic
technique
used
here
and
explain
what
you
think
the
poet
● ‘I know/That what I want to do/Cannot be done here.’ (lines
quotation
Answer
is trying to achieve.
(3)Q
15–17)
● unable to fly
1
mood,
quotation
with
anguish’
– the in a 3
3 a) ● upset/stressed/anxious/troubled – ‘weep
b) The
poem
is expressed
relatively
simple
way. and
● unable to build a nest
needed
bird is sorrowfully crying in distress/his Why
cry isdo
oneyou
of think
suffering/
the poet choseexplanation
to write it in
this way?
(3)
● instinct is trying to prevail
for 3 marks
pain/torment
● it wants to behave as it would if free/in the wild
In your
own
words sum up the message the poet is giving to the reader. Do you
● frustrated/desperate – ‘beat my5head
and my
wings’/‘Against
● instinct especially strong in springtime
with
the
poet?
(5)
these sharp wires’ – agony of beingagree
trapped
and
feels
pain
Total: 25
b) ● happy/entertained – ‘Smile at each other’ – enjoying the
mood, quotation and
3
● the questions engage the reader/draw the reader in
2
explanation needed
company of each other and the bird, not realising the bird’s
● each new question allows the reader to think from the bird’s
for 3 marks
pain
point of view
● amused/humoured – ‘Hark how he sings’ – entertained/
● the bird’s attempt to answer its own questions creates a
showing enjoyment/but unaware of the real reason for his
pattern
song
● the bird is worried/anxious/confused
advantages for bird in the cage:
up to 3 marks for
4
6
● it tries to answer its own questions which emphasises its
49
well-explained
● own ideas: safety, protection, no predators, warmth
helplessness
advantages
● from text: seeds/food, water, air, light
responses must
disadvantages for bird if free:
bird
3
30/09/16 11:14 AM
9781471868962.indd 49
30/09/16 11:14 AM
● predators,
cold/weather, struggle to find food/water, struggle
include
negative, emotive, sad words:
to find shelter
own ideas in
● ‘weep’ – the bird is sorrowfully crying in distress/crying
addition to ideas
bitterly
from text
● ‘anguish’ – his cry is one of suffering/pain/torment
up to 3 marks for
● ‘beat’ – frustration/desperation to escape/agony of being
well-explained
trapped
disadvantages
● ‘sharp’ – feels pain
up to 4 marks
4
5 a) ● it is wrong to cage birds
children
● instinct will always prevail
for two relevant
positive, happy words/phrases:
● birds should be able to fly and build nests
and explained
● ‘Smile’ – cheerful/entertained/oblivious
● no bird can feel natural when it is caged
suggestions
● ‘Hark how he sings’ – amused/showing enjoyment/unaware of
● animals/birds are not here for human entertainment
the real reason for his song
● it is not enough to give food, water, air and light in exchange
● deliberate vocabulary choices to show contrast in mood
for its captivity
between bird and children
● humans should respect birds’/animals’ rights and instincts
● children’s misunderstanding of bird’s situation shows irony

b) How far do you agree with the poet?

(3)
Total: 25

Level 1

I have all I need –
Seed and water, air and light.
20 Why, then, do I weep with anguish,
And beat my head and my wings
Against these sharp wires, while the children
Smile at each other, saying: ‘Hark how he sings’?

48

9781471868962.indd 48
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Answer guidance

Mark Additional guidance
up to 3 marks for a
3
well-reasoned and
sensible answer

25

Mark Additional guidance
1 mark for each
4

2

2

6

up to 2 marks for
answers which
reflect understanding
of instinct
up to 2 marks for
response which
shows understanding
of ‘question and
answer’ structure
up to 2 marks for
response which
shows understanding
of the bird
candidates should
comment on the
general mood of the
word choices in each
case
comment in detail
on at least one
word/phrase for
each
understanding of
contrast necessary
for full marks
reward candidates
who identify irony

57

9781471868993.indd 56
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Sample answers

a) Think about the message of the poem. Suggest two points the poet is

making.
5 ‘The Caged Bird in Springtime’ by
James Kirkup

56

32

Levelled questions

4 Using ideas of your own and from the text, explain the advantages for the bird
within the cage. Go on to explain any disadvantages that might come with its
freedom.
(6)

I cannot quite remember how
15 It is done, but I know
That what I want to do
Cannot be done here.

Paper 2 Section A: Reading – Poetry

£13.99

■ Identifies areas requiring further attention

6/20/16 9:21 PM

5 ‘The Caged Bird in Springtime’

Englis h for C ommon Entrance
13+ Ex a m P ract i ce A ns we rs

9781471874314.indb 45

1 Why do you think the poem starts with a question? Suggest two reasons.

Paper 2 Section A: Reading – Poetry

£15.99

■	Use with English for Common Entrance 13+ Exam Practice Answers to identify
areas requiring further attention

Levels 1 & 2
5 ‘The Caged Bird in Springtime’ by James Kirkup

English for Common Entrance 13+ Exam Practice Questions –
Chapter 5: ‘The Caged Bird in Springtime’

9781471868962

6/20/16 9:21 PM

5‘TheCagedBirdinSpringtime’

■	Build exam confidence with a wealth of comprehensive exercises for both
reading and writing sections of the exams
■	Features rigorous and realistic exam-style questions in the style of the ISEB
Common Entrance exam at Levels 1 and 2

45

44
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English for Common Entrance 13+ Exam Practice Answers –
Chapter 5: ‘The Caged Bird in Springtime’

■	Consolidates all the key information required for Common Entrance at 13+

a story

●

English for Common Entrance 13+ Revision Guide –
Chapter 5: Creative writing

Englis h for C ommon Entrance
1 3 + Rev i s i o n G ui de

21/06/16 12:56 PM
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13+ revision & practice

french
approved

Je te présente ma famille
Je vous présente ma famille
Enchanté(e)
Voici mon chien
Comment t’appelles-tu?
Je m’appelle …
Comment s’appelle-t-il/elle?
Il/elle s’appelle …
Comment allez-vous?
Je vais bien merci
Ça va?
Ça va
Et toi?

3.1 Meeting people
People

french for Common Entrance
13+ Rev i s i o n G ui de

les gens (m.)
la personne
trois personnes

people
person
three people
l’homme (m.)
man
le monsieur
gentleman
la dame
lady
la femme
woman, wife
un(e) adolescent(e) teenager

This comprehensive revision guide is essential reading for any pupil
approaching the French ISEB Common Entrance exam at 13+ at
Level 1 or 2.

teenagers
child
friend
friend
friend (m.)
friend (f.)
penfriend (m.)
penfriend (f.)

Useful phrases for arranging to meet friends
Rendez-vous où?
Rendez-vous au stade
Rendez-vous à la piscine
Rendez-vous devant la gare
à demain
à dimanche

rencontrer
se rencontrer
se retrouver
s’amuser
s’entendre avec …

to meet
to meet up with one another
to meet up with one another
to have fun, enjoy oneself
to get on with someone

Exam-style questions
Try these sample exam-style questions for yourself. Answers are given at the back
of the book.

Useful phrases for greeting people

*Note that if you meet
a man or lady you will
probably just say ‘Good
morning’ or ‘Hello’, but
in French you should
say Bonjour Monsieur
or Bonjour Madame.

■	Arranged by topic for focused revision, with Level 2-only content
clearly marked

Bonjour*
Bonsoir*
Bonne nuit
Salut
Allô
Au revoir
Bonne journée
Bonne soirée
À bientôt

Speaking
Role-play practice
Look at the section on the Speaking paper in the Introduction for help with role-plays.

Hello, good morning, good afternoon
Good evening
Good night
Hi/Cheerio
Hello (only when answering the telephone)
Goodbye
Have a good day
Have a good evening
See you soon

3.1 Your penfriend’s family come to visit you. Try to say the following in French:
(a) Say hello to your penfriend’s parents.
(b) Ask them how they are.
(c) Tell them that you are well.
(d) Say that you would like to introduce your family.
(e) Introduce your cat.
3.2 Your friend Julie calls you on your mobile. Try to say the following in French:
(a) Say hello.
(b) Say you are fine and ask how she is.

■	Includes an invaluable grammar section with easily digestible verb tables
and diagrams

(c) Your friend asks to meet up so ask where.
(d) Disagree and suggest you meet in front of the railway station.
(e) Say that you will see her tomorrow.
(f) Wish her goodnight.
39

Perfect exam technique with reading and writing questions modelled on the
style of the 13+ Common Entrance exam.
■	Puts all the knowledge learned from the revision guide to the test
■	Build exam-room confidence in reading, writing, speaking and listening
9781471853425

£15.99

■	Identify gaps in knowledge

Accompanying audio available with the purchase of this book

french for Common Entrance
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■	C lean, clear layout for easy marking
■	Provides all answers and marking guidance to help pupils achieve top marks
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Where shall we meet?
Let’s meet at the stadium
Let’s meet at the swimming pool
Let’s meet outside the station
see you tomorrow
see you on Sunday

Track 43

40

04/09/15 10:34 am

Exercise 7.3 Au téléphone

2 What does her mother say about when she will be back?

04/09/15 10:34 am

Reading

3

Listen to the audio track and then answer the questions in English.

1 Where is Sylvie?

853418_FCE13RevG_C03_039_051.indd 40

3 What message does Julien leave for her?

Track 44

4 When can Sylvie ring him?

How the exam operates

5 Why will he be at home at that time?

Instructions will be given in English. There will be 25 questions on a number of short
passages, arranged in 5 sections. There will be several exercises of differing lengths,
covering a range of different approaches to the development of reading skills, for
example gap-filling, multiple choice, matching headlines to texts, matching pictures
to descriptions, matching two halves of a sentence, matching questions and answers,
matching people and opinions, choosing a number of correct answers.

Exercise 7.4 Une Française à Londres
Listen to the audio track and then answer the questions in English.

1 What is the girl’s first question?

Exercise 8.1

2 What does the boy not know?

Michel is talking about a typical day. Copy the passage and choose a word from the
options below to fill each gap, as in the example:

3 What does he know?
4 Give the precise directions that the boy gives her.

Je m’appelle Michel. J’ai treize ans.

Track 45

Girl Non, je ne crois pas. Il faut laisser un pourboire.

Exercise 7.5 Au restaurant

Boy Tu as de la monnaie?

Listen to the audio track and then answer the questions in English.

1 What does the girl say she is about to do?

3 Why does he particularly like it?

Reading

je vais à l’école en
avec papa. Il
conduit assez vite. Il a beaucoup de
à faire, et on quitte toujours la
en retard. Au collège cette année je suis en sixième, donc on a deux
heures d’
par semaine.
The following are the answers for each exercise. Candidates are awarded one mark for each correct answer.
Moi j’aime ça, car je suis
en langues. Le mardi on a cinq cours,
2 They discuss whether service is included indont
the bill.
Theychimie,
find that
it is.
maths,
anglais,
et histoire-géo.
On
assez bien à la cantine, il y a toujours quelque chose que Exercise 8.1
j’aime et on peut choisir. Mon
de latin est très aimable, mais je
Exercise 7.6 On choisit un cadeau
Bon, normalement, le matin je vais à l’école en voiture avec papa. Il conduit assez vite. Il a
n’aime pas mon prof de musique: il nous fait
!
beaucoup de route à faire, et on quitte toujours la maison en retard. Au collège cette année je
Girl Je peux vous aider?
suis en sixième, donc on a deux heures d’anglais par semaine.

1 The girl is about to ask for the bill.

Exercise 7.6 On choisit un cadeau

2 What is the first item he looks at?

3

latin
forte
sciences

Girl Tant mieux.

Listen to the audio track and then answer the questions in English.

1 Why has the boy come into the shop?

Girl Attends, je vais voir.

Boy Oh regarde! C’est marqué « service compris
».
Bon, normalement,
le

2 What do they discuss and what is the outcome?
Track 46

fort
maison
prof
m’appelle
anglais
travailler
route
voiture
mange
suis
matin
vélo
fenêtre

Exercise
Boy Oui, je cherche un cadeau pour ma mère.

8.2

4 How much is it?

Girl Qu’est-ce que vous voulez lui offrir?Read the following text, and answer the questions that follow.

5 Why is it so expensive?

Boy Je ne sais pas. Je n’ai pas beaucoup d’argent.

6 How much does he pay for the item he finally chooses?

Girl Un foulard peut-être?

Marianne

Moi j’aime ça, car je suis fort en langues. Le mardi on a cinq cours, dont maths, chimie,
anglais, latin et histoire-géo.
On mange assez bien à la cantine, il y a toujours quelque chose que j’aime et on peut choisir.
Mon prof de latin est très aimable, mais je n’aime pas mon prof de musique: il nous fait travailler!

En France presque tous les écoliers sont externes. Ils arrivent à
Exercise 8.2
l’école le matin, et rentrent à la maison tous les soirs. Moi, je suis donc
Boy Je peux voir le foulard bleu là-bas?
exceptionnelle! Je suis pensionnaire parce que mon père est militaire,
1 Patrick
Girl Oui, bien sûr. Il est joli, n’est-ce pas?alors nous changeons de domicile tous les deux ans. Quand mon père
revient après une absence de quelques mois, on fête son arrivée!
2 Stéphane

Boy Oui, et en plus ma mère adore le bleu. C’est combien?

3 Patrick

Magali

Girl Cinquante euros. C’est en soie.

Au collège, je suis un peu triste le week-end, car nous ne sommes pas
4 Magali
Boy C’est un peu cher. Vous avez quelque
chose de mois cher?
nombreuses dans le pensionnat, mais les surveillantes qui restent pour
nous
garder sont très gentilles. On n’a pas le droit de sortir en ville le5 Marianne
Girl Celui-ci peut-être? Il coûte vingt-cinq
euros.
week-end, mais on s’amuse assez bien entre nous.

Boy Parfait. Je le prends.
24

6 Marianne
7 Patrick
8 Patrick
9 Magali
10 Stéphane

Exercise 8.3

1 The boy is looking for a present for his mother.

25
1 (d)

2 The boy first looks at a blue scarf.

2 (a)

3 His mother loves blue.
853425_Ch02_FCE_13_EPQ_009_024.indd 24
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l’enfant (m. and f.)
le/la camarade
l’ami(e)
le copain
la copine
le correspondant
la correspondante

Some useful verbs

■	Consolidates all the key information and skills required for Common Entrance,
across reading, writing, speaking and listening
9781471853418

les ados

May I introduce my family (informal)
May I introduce my family (formal)
Pleased to meet you
This is my dog
What’s your name?
I’m called …
What’s his/her name?
He/She is called …
How are you? (formal)
I’m well thank you
How are you? (informal)
I’m fine
What about you?

French for Common Entrance 13+ Revision Guide –
Chapter 3: Family, friends and pets

3

Useful phrases for introductions

Family, friends and pets

9/23/15
9:29 PM
4 The
scarf
costs853425_Ch03_FCE_13_EPQ_025_037.indd
50 euros.

3 (b)

25

9/23/15 9:28 PM

4 (f)

5 It is expensive because it is made of silk.

5 (e)

6 The boy pays 25 euros for another scarf.

Exercise 8.4
D’habitude, je passe le week-end à faire des activités sportives en plein air. Quand il fait beau, je
déteste rester à l’intérieur. Je joue souvent avec mes deux petits frères, qui ont six et quatre ans.
S’il pleut on fait des jeux de société ou on regarde un DVD dans le salon. Je suis fanatique de
dessins animés: mon père me dit que je suis toujours un bébé mais ça m’est égal!

9781471853432

Quelquefois j’aide ma mère à préparer le déjeuner. Elle ne refuse jamais un coup de main,
parce qu’il y a toujours beaucoup de monde à table le dimanche. Mes cousins habitent tout
près et ils viennent manger chez nous. On va chez eux le samedi soir.

£13.99
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13+ revision & practice

Geography
The process happens again and again, and breaks up the rock.

l

The loose rock is called scree.

Freeze-thaw is common in mountainous areas. Igneous rocks (granite)
and metamorphic rocks (marble) from uplands are prone to this type of
weathering.

Geography for Common Entrance
1 3 + Rev i s i o n G ui de

Water

l

Weathering is the breaking down of rocks by weather, plants and animals.

l

Erosion is the wearing away and removal of rocks by rivers, sea, ice and wind.

3.1 Rock types

£16.99

Water

■■

Rock breaks up

Physical weathering: exfoliation

Igneous rock

Sedimentary rock
This is formed when rivers transport particles of rock and remains of plants
and animals to the sea. These then sink to the sea bed and, over millions of
years, compress to form new rock.

l

This process happens when rocks are repeatedly subjected to heat and cold.

l

Heat from the Sun makes the outer layer expand.

l

The cold at night makes the outer layer contract.

l

The outer layer of the rocks then peels off.

l

The loose rock is called scree.

l

This type of weathering is common in desert areas, which are hot in the
day and cool at night.

Metamorphic rock
This is formed from sedimentary or igneous rock when it is exposed to
extreme pressure or heat during the Earth’s movements, for example, chalk
and limestone turn to marble; clay turns to slate.

0˚C

40˚C

40˚C

Outside
layers
peel away
(scree)

Revision tip
Try drawing a flow chart to show the rock cycle. You could show igneous
rock coming out of a volcano, then being eroded by a river and being
taken to the sea to form sedimentary rock. This could then be dragged
down by subduction at a destructive plate boundary and then be
compressed underground to form metamorphic rock.

■	Annotated illustrations convey points in a style simple enough for pupils
to reproduce under exam conditions

Expands
■■

There are three main types of weathering: physical, chemical and biological.
And there are two sorts of physical weathering: freeze-thaw and exfoliation.

Physical weathering: freeze-thaw weathering
l

This process starts when water seeps into cracks in the rock.

l

At night the temperatures fall below 0 °C, the water freezes and, as ice,
expands.

l

This forces the cracks open.

Contracts

Expands

Figure 3.2: Exfoliation

Biological weathering

3.2 Types of weathering

■	Includes tips, advice and exam-style questions for focused revision

l

This process is caused by plants and animals.

l

Burrowing animals break up the rocks.

l

Plant seeds fall into cracks and germinate, breaking up the rocks.

l

Tree roots grow into cracks in the rocks and then exert pressure on the
cracks as they grow, causing them to widen.

33

32
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(a) Where a river begins is known as the

.

£15.99

■	Familiarise pupils with the format of questions they’ll encounter in the exam

■	Includes the ISEB Common Entrance mark scheme
■	Features worked examples of high-scoring answers, and fully annotated
diagrams and maps
9781471827327

.

8 Look at the OS map on the inside back cover and the sketch map below.
On a copy of the sketch map shown below, mark and label one area
of coastal deposition.
29

(2)

is most likely to occur in a desert.

(h)

(1)

.

(j) The movement of a wave up the beach is known as
(k) Loose, broken-up rock is known as
5
undercutting
11 The diagram
below shows a waterfall.river beach

Cambois

(1)

. (1)

(i) The breakdown of rock by weather, plants and animals is known as

85

.

(1)
(1)
(5)

river cliff

shallow
water

River
Whinstone
fast
flowing
water

83

Shale

83
31

29

9 Copy the table below and match the following words to the appropriate type
of weathering.
limestone

desert

mountain

6

(4)

Process

meander (1)

many different grid references (1) both (1)

flood plain (1)

2985, 2785 or other (1)

deposition
Plunge
pool (1)

7 Any three of:
(a) Which rock is harder, whinstone or shale?
● Groynes have been created.
(b) How can you tell?
● These stop longshore drift which is a natural physical process.

onion-skin weathering (exfoliation)
freeze-thaw weathering
biological weathering

● The
swash
and backwash
willthan
be interrupted.
(c) Why
is the
plunge
pool deeper
the river further downstream?

chemical weathering

10 Copy and complete the following sentences by choosing the correct words from the list below.
impermeable
erosion
scree
drainage basin

River landform Grid square

chalk hills

Type of weathering

confluence
traction
permeable
mouth

exfoliation
brook
freeze-thaw

tributary
stump
arch

v-shaped valley
weathering
wave-cut platform

source
swash
floodplain

(1)
(2)
(3)

● The sediment/beach will build up on one side of the groyne and the beach will become
(d) Add a dotted line to the diagram above to show how the shape of the waterfall will
narrower on the other side of the groyne.
(3)
have changed in 500 years’ time.
(1)
29
31
8
(e) What
processes happen to make the 85
waterfall look like this?
85

(3)

17

16

Deposition
on beach

Cambois
9781471827310.indd 16

Test knowledge of the
geography syllabus on the go!

(1)
.

(g) When a stack is weathered and eroded it could turn into a

31

85

R evi s e 1 3 + G eo g ra p hy

(1)

(f) Rock and soil that does not allow water to pass through it is known
as
.

12/08/14 7:46 PM

9781471827310.indd 17
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83

■ Provides advice and guidance for achieving top marks

(1)

Rivers and coasts

Geography for Common Entrance
13+ Ex a m P ract i ce A ns we rs

(1)

3

■	Covers both physical and human elements of the syllabus

.

(c) The area drained by a river and its tributaries is called a

Geography for Common Entrance 13+ Exam Practice Questions –
Chapter 3: Rivers and coasts

9781471827310

(1)

(d) The flat area either side of a river, which is regularly flooded,
is called a
.
(e) A small river that flows into a large river is called a

Rivers and coasts

■	Questions arranged by topic, allowing pupils to practise all key areas
of the syllabus

(1)
.

(b) The point where two rivers meet is called a

3

7 Look at the photo below and describe how humans have interfered with the natural physical
processes on the beach.
(3)

08/08/14 8:08 PM

9

83

29

31

(2)

Type of weathering
onion-skin weathering (exfoliation) desert (1)
mountain (1)

freeze-thaw weathering

£13.99

biological weathering

chalk hills (1)

chemical weathering

limestone (1)

10 (a) source

(4)
(1)

(b) confluence

(1)

(c) drainage basin

(1)
19

9781471827327.indd 19
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Geography for Common Entrance 13+ Exam Practice Answers –
Chapter 3: Rivers and coasts

Geography for Common Entrance
13+ Ex a m P ract i ce Q ue s t i o ns
Perfect exam technique with a wealth of practice questions based on the
ISEB 13+ Geography Common Entrance exam.

Scree

Figure 3.1: Freeze-thaw weathering

Weathering and erosion work at different speeds on different types of rock.

■	Features new thematic studies, updated mapwork and fieldwork sections

Crack widens

Pressure

Rock

Revise all the key content for the updated ISEB 13+ geography syllabus
with this handy revision guide.

10˚C

Ice expands

Crack

This is formed from volcanic rock. If the magma cools underground, granite
is formed. If it reaches the Earth’s surface, it is called lava, which then forms
basalt when it cools.

9781471827303

–5˚C

10˚C

In this chapter, you will be looking at the processes of weathering and
erosion and how these create various landforms.

Geography for Common Entrance 13+ Revision Guide –
Chapter 3: Rivers and coasts

3

approved

l

3 Rivers and coasts

Rivers and coasts

Download on the

App Store
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13+ revision & practice

history

£16.99

■	Provides tips and advice on how to answer both the evidence and
essay questions
■	Includes ‘Test yourself’ questions at the end of each chapter to check historical
facts have been remembered

9781471809057

£15.99

■ Familiarise pupils with exam-style questions
■ Features questions on all three historical periods tested at 13+

history for Common Entrance
13+ Ex a m P ract i ce A ns we rs

A bishop was based in a cathedral. He was a significant landholder and was
able to raise Church taxes called tithes.

●

The bishops were controlled by the two archbishops of Canterbury and York.
The Archbishop of Canterbury was the head of the Church in England.

●

The head of the worldwide Church was the Pope, usually based in Rome.

4

Essay question
Try this sample essay question for yourself. A suggested answer is given at the
back of the book.
Q Explain the significance of the Church on life in England in the Middle Ages. (30)

H Make sure you know
H The strengths and weaknesses of William II and the events of his reign.
H The strengths and weaknesses of Henry I and the events of his reign.

●

Obedience: following God’s will, through the authority of the Church leaders.

H The position of Henry’s daughter Matilda.

●

Poverty: not owning any earthly possessions.

●

Chastity: not having relationships with the opposite sex, marrying or
having children.

H The features of the Church and its influence on the lives of ordinary
people.
H The rules and daily life in the monasteries and nunneries.

A typical day for a monk or a nun would be like this:

Test yourself

●

Midnight: Matins, a church service lasting an hour.

●

6 am: Prime, another service, followed by breakfast and then work or study.

●

9 am: Chapter Mass, followed by a reading of the rules of the order in the
chapter house and a discussion on how the monastery should be run.

●

11 am: High Mass.

●

Noon: Lunch and an afternoon nap.

●

2 pm: Nones, another service, followed by work.

●

4 pm: Vespers, an evening service, followed by more work.

●

6 pm: Supper.

●

7 pm: Compline, the final service of the day, then bed.

Before moving on to the next chapter, make sure you can answer the
following questions. The answers are at the back of the book.
1 Which famous churchman quarrelled with William II?
_______________________________________________________
2 Why did Henry I face such a dilemma over who should succeed him?
_______________________________________________________

Revision tip
You could try using an index card to help you remember the typical day
of a monk. Put the times on the front of the card and your answers on
the back. To see how to produce index cards, see Study Skills,
pages 54–58. Or, to remember the names of the services, why not try a
mnemonic – try making up one of your own or use the one below.
Many people choose to have lunch; Matins, Prime, Chapter, High, Lunch;
No one volunteers for supper completely! Nones, Vespers, Supper,
Compline.
15

Archbishop Becket

3 Why were church walls decorated with murals?
_______________________________________________________
4 How might increased wealth lead to a monastery not following the
rules of St Benedict?
_______________________________________________________

R evi s e 1 3 + H i s to ry
16
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Source C: a fifteenth-century illustration of the murder of Thomas Becket in Canterbury
Cathedral. The four knights, Reginald Fitzurse, Hugh de Morville, William de Tracy and Richard le
Breton, cut down the archbishop with their weapons. Thomas makes no attempt to save himself.

Read the introduction and the sources and then
answer the question which follows.

Download on the

App Store

➜ Introduction
In 1162, Henry II appointed his close companion Thomas Becket as
Archbishop of Canterbury. Henry wished to increase royal power over the
Church, and thought that this would be easy with his friend as archbishop.
But when Henry tried to press his claims, Becket resisted, championing the
rights of the clergy against the king. Tension between the two increased, until
Henry lost his patience. In desperation he yelled, ‘Will no one rid me of this
turbulent priest?’ At this outburst, four of the king’s knights took him at his
word, rushing off to murder the archbishop.
Source A: an extract from a modern historian who describes how, when the knights approached
him, Becket made no attempt to escape. The archbishop appeared to be expecting a violent
death and almost seemed to welcome it.

There are indications that the prospect of being a martyr was not unwelcome to
Becket. He resisted attempts to protect him from the knights and would take none
of the possible opportunities to escape. When he entered the cathedral, the monks
attempted to bolt the doors, but he ordered them to be thrown open. ‘It is not proper
to make a fortress of the house of prayer. We came to suffer, not to resist,’ he said.
Had he so wished, the archbishop might easily have saved himself by escape. The crypt
was near at hand where there were many dark and winding passages. There was also
another door near by, but none of these ways of escape would he take.

Source B: part of an eyewitness account by his biographer Edward Grim, of Becket’s murder
on 29 December 1170. This was published in about 1180. Grim, a Cambridge clerk on a visit to
Canterbury, received a serious wound to his arm as he tried to protect the archbishop.

Without delay the godless men entered the house of peace with swords drawn. ‘Where
is Thomas Becket, traitor of the king and kingdom?’ No one responded and instantly
they cried out more loudly, ‘Where is the archbishop?’ ‘Here I am, not a traitor of the
king but a priest. Why do you seek me? Here, I am ready to suffer in the name of
Him who redeemed me with His blood. God forbid that I should flee on account of
your swords.’ With rapid motion they laid hands on him. He bravely pushed one of
the knights, who suddenly set upon him and sliced off the top of his head. Then, with
another blow received on the head, Becket still remained firm. But with the third, the
stricken martyr bent his knees and elbows, offering himself as a living sacrifice. But a
fourth knight inflicted a grave wound and shattered his sword on the stone and his head,
so that the blood turned white from the brains. A fifth man placed his foot on the neck
of the holy priest and precious martyr and scattered the brains with the blood across the
floor, exclaiming to the rest, ‘We can leave this place, knights; he will not get up again!’

4

12 (a) 3a + 8

Archbishop Becket

(ii) 24a9

➜ Question
Question

8

■	Offers worked examples, with advice and comment, of evidence and essay
questions across the whole syllabus
■	P rovides advice and guidance for achieving top marks

£13.99

Using ALL the sources and your own knowledge, do you think that Thomas
Becket
caused
own
death?and your own knowledge, do you think that
Using
ALLhis
the
sources
The evidence from all these sources, as well as the background circumstances,
strongly suggests that Becket’s death in 1170 was his own fault. Becket
had full control of many of the factors which led to his martyrdom, but did
nothing to stop them.
But what may be said against this view? There are perhaps two main things
which Becket could not influence. The first was Henry II’s temper. Driven to
distraction by Becket’s stubborn attitude, the king, in France, is supposed to
have shouted out, ‘Will no one rid me of this turbulent priest?’ Becket could
not stop this.
Secondly, on hearing the king, the four knights, as named in Source C,
journeyed to England and violently murdered Becket at Canterbury on
29 December. Again, Becket could not prevent their intentions.
However, there is much to suggest that Becket brought death upon himself.
Source A mentions that he made no attempt to escape from the knights.
According to this author, there were various doors and ways which were open
to him and he could ‘easily have saved himself by escape’. Instead, he ordered
the monks not to bolt the door and offered himself to death. This source
further states, ‘the prospect of being a martyr was not unwelcome to him’.
Source A, from a modern historian, will have been carefully researched
to try to offer an accurate account. This is a reliable and useful source. It
strongly supports the notion of Becket’s self sacrifice.
The same idea is reflected in Sources B and C. Becket is said to be ‘ready
to suffer’ and to offer himself ‘as a living sacrifice’ (B). The illustration in C
shows Becket at the altar making no attempt to save himself.
Source B is an eyewitness account and ought to be reliable and accurate.
However, Grim, as a clerk and biographer of Becket, may have favoured him.
His story may be biased, exaggerating Becket’s bravery. Source B must be
used with care.
Source C, too, requires careful handling. It was probably produced by the
Church which would want to show Becket in a good way. It was made long
after the event it shows when the Becket story had passed into folklore.
Despite all this, all the sources still suggest that Becket was responsible for
his own martyrdom.
The historical events leading to his death also support this view. Becket
constantly irritated Henry II. After 1162, the archbishop championed
the rights of the Church, wanting clerks in Church courts as opposed to
royal courts. He refused to accept any restrictions on the Church in the
Constitutions of Clarendon (1164). From his exile in France, Becket opposed
the coronation of Henry’s son, Prince Henry, by Roger, Archbishop of York.
He even appealed to the Pope over this matter. Becket, by his constant
stubbornness, increased the tension between himself and Henry II. Finally,
the king snapped and Becket’s death was the result.
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(v)

(iii) 6
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(iii) 9
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–
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–

(2)
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(ii) 0
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(ii)

3
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(1)

(ii) 12

(2)

21 (i)
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–1

(2)

–1
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4

6

22 (i) 390
(ii) 185.9

(1)
(1)
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(iii)

14 (i) 9a2 – 2ab

16 (i) 13

9

(2)
(2)

13 (a) 3(1 – 12y)

Thomas Becket caused his own death?
Answer

9

38

(3)

(b) 4(2a – 3b)
(c) (i) a3 + 5a2

■	Includes ISEB Common Entrance mark scheme

9781471809088

If the monastery became too wealthy, the rules of St Benedict were
sometimes forgotten and some monks began to live with more luxuries.
Local people gave gifts of money because they believed that this would
secure them a place in Heaven.

?

Some churchmen and women lived in monasteries and nunneries. Monks and
nuns were supposed to follow the rules of their order, for example the order of
St Benedict.
The three most important rules of St Benedict were:

1809026_History_for_CE Part A.indd 15

History for Common Entrance 13+ Exam Practice Questions –
Chapter 4: Archbishop Becket

■	30 evidence questions and 30 essay titles to test the application of knowledge

The village priest would baptise babies, marry couples and bury the dead.

●

Monasteries gave food to the poor and shelter to travellers. Often, local
people would be employed as servants.

●

Archbishop Becket

Improve exam technique and put knowledge to the test with this varied
book of questions.

●

They provided education for youngsters who joined the order. Monasteries
had large libraries full of books, which the monks would make copies of.

●

4

history for Common Entrance
13+ Ex a m P ract i ce Q ue s t i o ns

Mass was spoken in Latin, which only the educated could understand.

●
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History for Common Entrance 13+ Exam Practice Answers –
Chapter 4: Archbishop Becket

9781471809026

■	Consolidates all the key information for all three periods covered in the Common
Entrance syllabus: Medieval Realms Britain 1066–1485; The Making of the UK
1485–1750; and Britain and Empire 1750–1914

●

Part A Medieval Realms Britain 1066–1485

This comprehensive revision guide provides essential support and guidance
for thorough exam preparation.

Priests preached that those who followed their religion would go to
Heaven. Otherwise they would go to Hell. The people were reminded of Hell
by murals painted on church walls.

3.5 Monasteries and nunneries

History for Common Entrance 13+ Revision Guide –
Chapter 3: The sons of Henry I

history for Common Entrance
13+ Rev i s i o n G ui de

●

The sons of William I

In the Middle Ages, the Church influenced every part of the life of every person.

approved

Monks and nuns often had a vital role to play in society.

3

3.4 The Church
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latin
8

In the perfect tense of eo, the forms ivi, ivisti, ivit, ivimus, ivistis, iverunt are
also found, but these are more rare.
The verb eo is often found in compounds, which go exactly as eo, but with a prefix
such as in or ex.

Examples

8.1 More irregular verbs: possum and eo
possum, posse, potui
= I am able
Present

■ Consolidates all the necessary grammar into one essential book

Future

■	Clear and methodical explanations of each topic, followed by questions
to ensure pupils have understood what they’ve learned

Imperfect

■	Includes both linguistic and non-linguistic sections for full coverage
and confidence

£16.99

Perfect

Latin for Common Entrance
13+ E x am P ract i ce Q ue s t i o ns

Pluperfect

■	Includes complete vocabulary lists for every level to serve as a checklist
for pupils
£15.99

Latin for Common Entrance
13+ E x am P ract i ce A ns we rs
■	Comprehensive answers and suggested mark schemes for
every exercise
9781471853463

£13.99

9781471853487

£13.99

■ Ideal for perfecting exam technique with full model answers
■	Contains both the Latin and English translations to save you time
marking work

e.g. Marcus scribere potest. = Marcus is able to write.
feminae multa templa videre poterant. = The women were able to see many
temples.

Exam-style questions
8.1 Translate into English:
(a) Romani hostes vincere non poterant.

(4)

(b) Graeci Troianos superare sine auxilio deorum non possunt.

(7)

(c) milites trans montes in patriam redierunt.

(5)

(d) ancillae in templum cum domino inibunt.

(4)

(e) incolae ex oppido effugere non potuerant.

(4)

8.2 Answer the following:
(a) In sentence 8.1 (a) above, which part of which verb is poterant? Put
this verb into the future tense, keeping the person and number the same. (3)
(b) In sentence 8.1 (b) above, write down and translate an infinitive.

(2)

(c) In sentence 8.1 (c) above, in which case is montes, and why?

(2)

(d) In sentence 8.1 (d) above, from which verb does inibunt come?
What is this verb’s present infinitive?

(2)

(e) In sentence 8.1 (e) above, give the tense of potuerant. What change
would you have to make to potuerant if you wished to write he will be
able?
(2)
Total marks: 35

8.2 More questions: nonne and num
Sometimes when we ask a question we expect either the answer yes, or the
answer no. To do this in Latin, we use nonne or num.
Expecting the answer yes: nonne?
Expecting the answer no: num?
50
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➜ The pluperfect tense

12

Exercise 12.3
Translate the following into Latin:

Exercise 12.1
Translate the following passage. Line numbers are given on the left. New words are
underlined in the text and their meanings given in the margin.

Achilles and Hector
1 Graeci Troiam oppugnaverant. urbem Troiam
tamen non statim occupaverant. Troianos non
vicerant. prope urbem Troiam igitur castra
posuerant.
5 diu copiae Graecorum muros Troiae
oppugnabant. eos tamen delere non poterant.
omnes Graeci igitur iratissimi, Troiani
laetissimi erant.
Priamus rex Troiae erat. multos liberos fortes
10 habebat. nemo autem fortior aut clarior quam
Hector erat. vir magnae virtutis erat. pro
Troianis fortiter pugnabat.
inter Graecos quoque erant multi milites
fortes. Achilles autem fortissimus erat.
15 Achilles amicum, Patroclum nomine, habebat.
quod Hector Patroclum in proelio occiderat,
Achilles iratissimus erat.

oppugnaverant = had attacked
occupaverant = they had seized
vicerant = they had conquered
castra, -orum, n.pl. = camp
posuerant = they had pitched

1 He had loved.

11 She had slept.

2 They had carried.

12 He had punished.

3 We had stayed.

13 You (sing.) had played.

4 I had seen.

14 He had given.

5 You (sing.) had sent.

15 They had laughed.

6 They had put.

16 We had fought.

7 We had made.

17 They had departed.

8 You (pl.) had taken.

18 I had read.

poterant = they were able
9 They had heard.
19 We had destroyed.
omnes = all
iratissimus, -a, -um = very angry
10 I had come.
20 He had walked.
laetissimus, -a, -um = very
17 discesserant.
happy
1 mark for each question. Total: 20
Priamus = Priam (a name)
18 legeram.
liberi, -orum, m.pl. = children
fortis, -is, -e = brave
nemo = no one
fortior = braver
Translate the following into Latin:
aut = or
clarior = more famous
1 They had made.
6 You (pl.) had punished.
quam = than
1 fecerant.
virtus, virtutis, f. = courage
2 He had seen.
7 He had made.
pro + abl. = for
2 viderat.
fortissimus, -a, -um = the
3 You (sing.) had destroyed.
8 She had sent.
bravest
The Greeks had attacked Troy.(3) However, they had not seized the city of Troy immediately.(6)
3 deleveras.
Patroclum = Patroclus (a name)
4 We had put.
9 We had come.
occiderat = had killed They had not conquered the Trojans.(3) They had therefore pitched camp near the city of Troy.(6)

12

4 posueramus.

of Troy.(4)

Priam was the king
He had many brave
No one, however, was braver or more
(4) He12.5
used to ﬁght bravely for the Trojans.(4)
famous than Hector.(8) He was a man of great courage.
Exercise

(c) delere.

(1)

2 Subject: Graeci.

Object: Troiam.

(2)

3 sum.

(1)

4 Genitive.

(1)

5 3rd person
853470_Ch12_RS_13+_Exam_Prac_Papers_064-070.indd 64
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Singular

Imperfect

(3)
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Total: 10

£13.99
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7 We had moved.
8 He had frightened.
9 They had answered.
10 I had sent.
1 mark for each question. Total: 10

6 We had walked.

2 They
65 had run.

7 He had fled.

3 You had departed.
4 I had read.
25/08/15 5:39 pm

5 We had slept.

8 You had made.
9 We had laughed.
10 You had destroyed.
1 mark for each question. Total: 10

2 portaverant.

10 veneram.

3 manseramus.

11 dormiverat.

4 videram.

12 puniverat.

5 miseras.

13 luseras.

6 posuerant.

14 dederat.

7 feceramus.

15 riserant.

8 ceperatis.

16 pugnaveramus.

Te l : 0 1 2 3 5 4 0 0 5 5 5

6 He had led.

1 He had put.

1 We had stayed.

6 You had warned.

2 They had seen.

7 He had drunk.

3 He had fought.
4 They had entered.
5 He had taken.

8 He had said.
9 We had played.
10 You had killed.
1 mark for each question. Total: 10
59

58

Te l : 0 1 2 3 5 4 0 0 5 5 5

9 veneramus.

Exercise 12.7

9 audiverant.

853487_Ch12_RS_13+_Exam_Prac_Ans_058-063.indd 58
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8 miserat.
10 ceperant.

Exercise 12.6

Exercise 12.3
1 amaverat.

9781471853500

7 fecerat.

Exercise 12.5

(7) following
(1) the Greeks also there were many brave
Among
soldiers.
Achilles, however,
was the bravest.(4)
Translate
the
into English:
(5)
Hector had killed Patroclus in battle, Achilles 6 duxerat.
Achilles
1 We had loved.
(b) a preposition.
(1) had a friend named Patroclus. Because
1 amaveramus.
was very angry.(9)
2 They had taken.
(c) an inﬁnitive.
(1)
2 ceperant.
7 moveramus.
Total: 85
3 You had heard.
2 oppugnaverant (line 1). Give the Latin subject and the Latin
3 audiveras.
8 terruerat.
object of this verb.
(2)
4 He had ruled.
4 rexerat.
9 responderant.
Exercise 12.2
3 erant (line 8). Give the 1st person singular of the present tense of this verb. (1)
5 I had given.
5 dederam.
10 miseram.
1 (1)
(a) non/statim/diu/fortiter.
(1)
4 Troiae (line 9). In which case is this noun?
1 mark for each question. Total: 10
(b) prope/pro/inter/in.
(1)
5 habebat (line 10). Give the person, number and tense of this verb.
(3)

Total: 10

6 puniveratis.

1 mark for each question. Total: 10

children.(4)

(a) an adverb.

64

1 mark for each question. Total: 20

Exercise 12.4

5 I had laughed.
For a85long time the forces of the Greeks were attacking
the walls of Troy.(6) However, they were10 They had taken.
Total:
5 riseram.
(7) for each question. Total:
1 mark
10
not able to destroy them.(5) All the Greeks therefore were very angry, the Trojans very happy.

1 From the passage give, in Latin, one example of each of the following:

20 ambulaverat.

Exercise 12.4

Exercise 12.1

Exercise 12.2

19 deleveramus.

Chapter 12

9781471853494

The verb possum is almost always used with an infinitive, so be sure to look out for it.

853449_08_Latin_RG_049-054.indd 49

■	Individual books ensure practice is extensive and focused at the level
the pupil will face
■	Covers translation, grammar and vocabulary – every type of question
they will face in the real exam

transeo, transire, transii, transitum = I cross

49

Latin for Common Entrance 13+ Exam Practice Questions – Chapter 12

£15.99

possum
potes
potest
possumus
potestis
possunt
potero
poteris
poterit
poterimus
poteritis
poterunt
poteram
poteras
poterat
poteramus
poteratis
poterant
potui
potuisti
potuit
potuimus
potuistis
potuerunt
potueram
potueras
potuerat
potueramus
potueratis
potuerant

The pluperfect tense

£15.99

9781471853470

pereo, perire, perii, peritum = I perish

Level 2

These sets of exam-style questions provide pupils with a wealth
of practice for each level of the exam to build confidence and
perfect technique.
9781471853456

ineo, inire, inii, initum = I go in

eo, ire, ii (or ivi), itum
= I go
eo
is
it
imus
itis
eunt
ibo
ibis
ibit
ibimus
ibitis
ibunt
ibam
ibas
ibat
ibamus
ibatis
ibant
ii
isti
iit
iimus
istis
ierunt
ieram
ieras
ierat
ieramus
ieratis
ierant

Latin for Common Entrance 13+ Exam Practice Answers – Chapter 12

Updated for the latest ISEB Classics syllabus, this indispensable
revision guide covers everything pupils need to know at all three
levels of the 13+ Common Entrance exam.

9781471853449

exeo, exire, exii, exitum = I go out

A few verbs in Latin are irregular, and have to be revised carefully. The verb
sum is one; here are two more.

Latin for Common Entrance 13+ Revision Guide – Chapter 8

approved
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Mathematics
9

approved

Geometry and measures (1)

Mathematics for Common Entrance 13+ Revision Guide –
Chapter 9: Geometry and measures (1)

■	Improve technique with revision tips, guidance and glossary

130

140

Math ematics for Common Entrance
13+ E x am P ract i ce Q ue s t i o ns

£15.99

■	Aim high with rigorous preparation for Levels 1, 2 and 3 in
Mathematics for Common Entrance 13+ Exam Practice Questions
■	
M athematics for Common Entrance 13+ Exam Practice Questions
Level 3 specifically prepares pupils for scholarship and CASE
examinations with extension questions

Math ematics for Common Entrance
13+ E x am P ract i ce A ns we rs
■ Clean, clear layout for easy marking

4
Mathematics for Common Entrance 13+ Exam Practice Questions –
Chapter 4: Algebra

£15.99

£13.99

9781471868931
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50

100
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For

digital storage

bytes
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140

145

147

148

This is silly but it helps! You have to say it out loud to make it work:

149

Common units
It is a very useful skill to be able to make reasonable estimates using units in
common use. The guidance in this section should improve your reliability!

150

?

Finally a decimal scale: each unit is divided into 5 divisions, so each one
represents 0.2 units (1 ÷ 5). The arrow here is pointing to 148.4

The metric system
The metric system is based on powers of 10; that means 10, 100, 1000 and so
on, as well as 0.1, 0.01, 0.001 etc. The scale goes outwards both ways.
Using a simple system of prefixes or ‘multipliers’, we can talk about any
position on this scale. The actual unit of measurement is the same each time!
103

104
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Equations

●

Formulae

●

Modelling

●

Inequalities

●

Trial and improvement (this section is included for interest only)

(2)

(a) Multiply out the brackets and simplify the following expression:
2(5 − 3n) + 6(n − 3)

(3)

(b) Factorise completely: 10u + 15

(2)
(2)

8

(a) Simplify: 8y − 4 + 2y + 3

(2)

(b) Remove the brackets and simplify: 2(x + 3y) + 3(x − 2y)

(3)

9

(a) Remove the brackets and simplify where possible:

(1)

(iii)

3a + a
2

(2)

(ii) 4a × 3a

(2)

(iv) 2a − 3a − a

(2)

1 (i) 7a

(2)

2 (i) a – 3b

(ii) 3a2 × 4a3

(2)

6 a2
(iii)
12 a

(2)

(2)
(iii)

(2)

(ii) 8ab − 12bc

(2)

5 (a) 5m – 4n
(3)

(a) Factorise completely: 5n − 15

(2)

(b) Multiply out the brackets and simplify: 2( p + 3q) − ( p + 2q)

(3)

1a
2

¢

(2)

(b) 2x

(2)

(iii) 11x

(3)

(2)

(2)

(2)

2x + y

(2)

(2)

(ii) a + 3b

(3)

(2)
(3)
(2)

(3)
(2)

12 (a) Multiply out the brackets and simplify: 2(3a + 1) − 3(a − 2)

(3)

(b) 5(2u + 3)

(2)

(c)

(b) Factorise: 8a − 12b

7 (a) 3x2 + 5x – 2
(b) 6x5

3
x

Visit: galorepark.co.uk

(3)
(1)

(iv) 16

(ii) 1

(1)

(v)

(iii) 6

(2)

(3)

(2)

16 (i) 13

(iii) 9

(2)

(2)

(iv) –24

(2)

17 (i) 6

(2)

(iii) 25

(2)

(ii) 4

(2)
(iii) 9

(2)

(2)

(b) 5x

9 (a) (i) 14a + 35

(1)

(b) (i)

(2)

10 (i) 6p2 – 13p3

(2)

(3)
2(3a + 5)

(iii) 6

(2)

(ii) 4b(2a – 3c)
(iii)

(iii) –3

(3)

(iii) 4

(2)

(iii) 575.9

(1)

(2)

(2)

19 (i) 1

(2)

(ii) 0

(2)

16/07/15 9:49 AM

3

(2)

20 (i) 18

(1)

(2)

(ii) 12

(2)

(2)

4y3

(1)

(b) p – 30q

(3)

(ii) 4y6

(2)

(c) 5a(3a + 5)

(2)

4
y4

(2)

21 (i)
(ii)

–1

(2)

–1

(2)

4

6

22 (i) 390
(ii) 185.9

(1)
(1)

22

7/29/15 8:53 AM

I

(2)

–

1
2

(ii) –2h + 30

Te l : 0 1 2 3 5 4 0 0 5 5 5

3

18 (i) 11
(ii)

8 (a) 10y – 1
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(2)

35

(2)

(2)

(2)

–

–

(ii)

(2)
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(ii) 5
15 (i) 8

44
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(2)

(2)

(1)

(b) 6(2a + 3b)

(2)

14 (i) 9a2 – 2ab

(c) Factorise completely: 15a2 + 25a

(2)

3
2a

(2)

(2)

(b) p + 4q

(iii)

(2)

(b) Multiply out the brackets and simplify: 3(2p − 5q) − 5( p + 3q)

(2)

6 (a) −8

43

(iii)

12 y 2
(2) (iii) 3 y 6

4 (a) 5(n – 3)
Level 3

(ii) 3(a − b) − 2(a − 3b)

(iv) –2a

(2)
(2)

13 (a) 3(1 – 12y)

21

Te l : 0 1 2 3 5 4 0 0 5 5 5

(c) (i) a3 + 5a2
(ii) 24a9

3
y3 (i)
(2) (ii) 2y × 2(b)

●

(2)

5w − 3w
4w

(3)

(2)

3
3
(2) (i) 2y + 2y

Level 2
(ii)
2a + 3b

8 a + 12b
4

(iii)

42

12 (a) 3a + 8
(b) 4(2a – 3b)

(i) 6a + 10

(2) Simplify:
11 (a)

3 (a) (i) a

(b) Multiply out the bracket and simplify:

4

●

(ii) 12a5

Simplify

(2)

(2)

(1) 2(5 + 3h) −(iii)
(ii)
4(2h2a
− 5)

2
(ii) 12a
Level
2

3a − 4b + b − 2a

(i) 2(x + y) − y

(1)

(ii) (5a − 3) − (a − 5)

4.1 Equations and formulae
(i) 15p2 − 17p3 − 9p2 + 4p3

Simplify the following expressions:

(ii)

(i) 7(2a + 5)

10 Simplify:

4a + 3a

(i) 3a − 4a + 2a (2)

(2)

(b) Factorise:

●

Level 2

Simplify the following expressions:

(2)

(2)

Algebra

4

(a) Simplify, by collecting like terms: 24m + 3n − 7n − 19m
(b) Factorise: 12a + 18b

In this section you should answer the questions without using a calculator except
where indicated by

22/07/2015 07:43

(b) Simplify: 2x2 × 3x3
18 x 2
(c) Simplify:
6 x3

●

Level 2

846892_MFCE13_C09_103-120.indd 104

(a) Simplify, by collecting like terms: 2x + 3x2 − 2 + 3x

7

●

3 (a)

nano

Revision tip

150

This scale is simply going up in fives, with each division representing one.
The arrow here is therefore pointing to 142

Simplification; brackets

●

micro

n

‘One thousand metres in a kilometre, one thousand grams in a kilogram
and one thousand whales in a killer whale ...’

Many questions cover several topics.

Level 2

milli

µ

Write 4.8 cm in mm like this: (4.8 ÷ 100) is the same as (48 ÷ 1000) so it is
48 mm. Or just remember that 10 mm makes 1 cm and go from there.

Terms and expressions

(i)

m

?

Substitution

2

centi

5.75 kg is the same as (5.75 × 1000) g = 5750 g

Attention! This one is going down not up! The scale is marked in tens and
divided into twos, so the arrow here is pointing to 166

●

(i)

deci

c

250 cm is the same as (250 ÷ 100) m = 2.5 m

150

?

135

tera

d

−

Now let us try it out!

This one goes up in fifties, so each division is worth 10. The arrow here
therefore points to 70

●

1

T

÷10 (÷101 or ×10 1)
−

In this section the questions cover the following topics:

¢

×1 000 000 000 000 (×1012)

÷1 000 000 000 (÷109 or ×10 9)

4.1 Equations and formulae

Level 3

giga

−

160

kilo
mega

−

170

(nothing)

k

G

÷1 000 000 (÷106 or ×10 6)

180

Say this

(nothing)

M

÷1 000 (÷103 or ×10 3)

150

Put this in front

×1 000 000 000 (×109)
−

6

●

(×106)

÷100 (÷102 or ×10 2)

?

11 (a) (i)

£13.99

litres

×1

In this first example, we can see that the scale is going up in tens, using
intervals of two. This arrow is therefore pointing to 134

(ii) 4a + 2

9781471846953

capacity

×1 000 000

Algebra
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■	Includes worked examples and diagrams to aid understanding

s

For

Effect

150

846892_MFCE13_C09_103-120.indd 103

9781471868900

g

seconds
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Mathematics for Common Entrance 13+ Exam Practice Answers –
Chapter 4: Algebra

■	Revise all topics with extensive, level-differentiated content for
Levels 1, 2 and 3
■	‘Test yourself’ questions and ‘Exam-style questions’ at the end of each
section allow pupils to check their revision has been successful

9781471846922

m

grams

time

×1 000 (×103)
120

9781471846892

■	Over 250 differentiated exam-style questions for comprehensive
coverage across number, calculations, problem solving, algebra,
geometry and measures, and statistics and probability

we use metres and the abbreviation

mass

For

So what are the prefixes?

Reading scales
There are many common scales used for measuring so take care when reading
them.

An essential revision guide that covers all the key content for the
new mathematics ISEB 13+ syllabus which was first examined in
autumn 2016.
£16.99

length

For

and there are a few others that scientists use. (Can you find any other
examples?)

9.1 Measures

Math ematics for Common Entrance
13+ R e vi s i o n G ui de

For
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13+ revision & practice

Religious Studies
approved

The biblical texts in Section 2 of the examination are placed in two groups
according to two broad themes.
l

Religious Studies for Common Entrance 13+ Revision Guide –
Chapter 2: Interpreting the New Testament

Consolidate the key facts pupils need to know for Syllabus A of the
13+ Common Entrance exam with this thorough revision guide.
■	Summaries of all prescribed Old and New Testament texts, complete with
analysis of issues
9781471853371

£16.99

■	Revise the history, structure and key beliefs of the six major world religions
■ Comprehensive glossary for quick and easy reference

R eligious Studies for Common Entrance
1 3 + Ex am P ract i ce Q ue s t i o ns

9781471853395

■	S ave time marking work
■	Identify areas requiring further study
■	Provides extensive advice and guidance to help pupils achieve top marks
9781471853401

£13.99

l

‘Sinners’ refers to all those excluded from the Jewish Law and therefore
shunned by religious people.

l

Jericho was a major tax point for people entering Palestine from
the east.

l

Zacchaeus as chief tax collector was very rich because he had a share in
all the taxes coming into Jericho.

l

Zacchaeus’ conscience led him to make a big effort to see Jesus and
listen to his teaching.

l

Zacchaeus repented because he knew what he had done was wrong, not
because he wanted social recognition.

Theme 1: Jesus’ teaching

l

The fact that Jesus stayed with a sinner would have shocked the
religious people of Jericho because it would have made Jesus religiously
unclean.

2.1 Zacchaeus

l

Even though Zacchaeus was a sinner and worked for the Romans, Jesus
declares that he is a true Jew – a son of Abraham.

l

Jesus calls himself the Son of Man because his role is to represent all
people to God and prepare them for the Kingdom of God.

l

The second theme is ‘Jesus’ life, death and resurrection’ and questions
will ask you about the main events of Jesus’ life, from his birth, baptism
and choice of disciples to his final week before being crucified and then
resurrected. You should know and understand the historical and religious
background to these events. There are two questions set in this group
of texts.

You may decide to revise both groups to give yourself a choice of four
questions or you may prefer to revise only one group of texts, in which case
you will be limited to a choice of two questions.
Whatever you decide you must answer one question from Section 2.

Read: Luke: 19: 1–10

Short questions
From the official vocabulary list, questions might be asked such as:

Contemporary issues and evaluation

Q. What does salvation mean?
A. Being saved and brought into a relationship with God

Social justice and treatment of the poor, and prejudice and discrimination

Q. What does Son of Man mean?

Read Chapter 3 section 3.5 on social justice and 3.6 on prejudice and discrimination
when preparing this part.

A. Jesus’ role as the one who would suffer for others
Q. What is a sacrifice?
A. Giving up something for something of greater value

Essay questions
2.1 Do we have a duty to help outcasts today?

Summary of the story

2.2 Did Jesus set a bad example by staying with Zacchaeus?

l

Jesus was passing through Jericho.

l

Zacchaeus was the chief tax collector and very wealthy.

l

He climbed a sycamore tree to see Jesus better because he was short.

l

When Jesus came to the tree he told him to come down.

Points to consider are provided at the back of the book.

25

24
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7.4 Goal
1

Explain the Hindu teaching about moksha (or goal in life).

2

Describe how a Hindu may reach his or her goal.

(6)

3

Describe the three paths to moksha.

(6)

4

Explain how a Hindu may become free from samsara.

(6)

Explain the relationship of karma, jnana and bhakti to moksha.

(6)

5

Describe the Hindu teaching on God and Brahman.

(6)

2

Describe two Hindu deities and their symbols.

(6)

3

What do Hindus believe about Shiva?

(6)
(6)

1

1

Describe the main Hindu holy books.

(6)

4

Outline the three paths to God.

2

Outline briefly the story of the Mahabharata.

(6)

5

Describe Vishnu and his symbols.

3

Explain what the Vedas and Smritis are.

(6)

4

Outline what the Upanishads are.

5

Outline the story of the Bhagavad Gita.

7
(6)
(6)

7.2 Beliefs
1

Outline Hindu teaching on Brahman and atman.

2

Explain what is meant by atman and samsara.

3

What is dharma?

4

Explain Hindu teaching on ahimsa and the environment.

5

Explain Hindu teaching on karma.

Hinduism

1

Explain the Hindu teaching on caste and dharma.

2

Describe the Hindu caste system.

3

Outline the four castes in Hinduism.

4

Explain what Hindus believe about dharma.

5

Explain the relationship between karma and caste.

(6)

7.6 From birth to death
1

Describe the Hindu ceremonies when a baby is born.

2

Describe the Hindu sacred thread ceremony.

3

Describe what happens at a typical Hindu wedding.

(6)

4

Outline Hindu teaching about death.

(6)

5

Describe a typical Hindu funeral.

7.1
(6) Holy books

7.3 Caste and dharma

(6)

7.5 God

7.1 Holy books

853395_RS_13+_Exam_Prac_Ques_07.indd 40

Jesus said, ‘The Son of Man came to seek and save what was lost’.

Key ideas
Tax collectors in Jesus’ time were mistrusted because they worked for the
Romans and often overtaxed the ordinary people so they could become
rich. Tax collectors were not trusted and were called sinners.

Hinduism forms the fifth part of Section 3 in the exam.
You can choose to answer all three of your questions from this part, or you can
answer some questions from here and some from other parts of Section 3. You
should check with your teacher what to do before you sit the exam.
Remember that your answers should be between 50 and 60 words long. You
should not give your view or opinion on the topics.

40

Jesus said that Zacchaeus had received salvation and was a son
of Abraham.

l

(6)
1 Hindu
holy books fall into two types: sruti and
The sruti books are the ancient books,
7.7smritis.
Pilgrimage
the
(6) Vedas. They provide knowledge of the world and are believed to come from God. The Rig
the importance
of pilgrimage
for Hindus.
Veda is the most important. There are also1theExplain
Upanishads,
which meditate
on Brahman.
The smritis include the Mahabharata and the
Ramayana.
(6)
2 Describe
a place a Hindu might go to on pilgrimage.

3 Dharma means duty and doing what is morally right. It exists eternally and can be known through
conscience, and through the reading of the Hindu scriptures such as the Vedas, Upanishads and
the
(6)
(6) Bhagavad Gita. A person’s duty also depends on what caste they belong to.
4 Ahimsa
means non-violence. No one should deliberately harm a living being. This is because
(6)
all living beings have atman, which is an aspect of Brahman. Therefore to harm a living being
(6)
is
causing harm to Brahman and brings about negative karma. Humans have a duty to look
(6) nature, especially animals. The earth is ‘our mother’ and must be respected.
after
(6)
(6)
5 Karma
means action and refers to the law of cause and effect. Every action that is performed
has consequences, both good and bad. A good life means that the next life will be happier
or better; a bad life will cause a less fortunate future life. Bad karma might mean a person is
reborn in a lower life form.
(6)
(6)

7.3
(6) Caste and dharma

2 The story is about two families, the Kurus 3andExplain
Pandavas.
becomes
kingofbut
he wants
why Pandu
pilgrimage
is a time
spiritual
cleansing for Hindus.
1
to
children (the Pandavas) to his brother to look
(6)be a holy man so he gives his kingdom and
4 Describe why Varanasi is an important pilgrimage site for Hindu pilgrims.
after. But his brother’s children (the Kurus) try to kill the Pandavas. Pandu’s brother gives the
(6)
5
Explain
why
Hindus
make
pilgrimages
to
the
Ganges.
Pandavas half the kingdom but the Kurus steal it. In a great battle that follows the Pandavas
win
(6)
(6) it back.
2
(6) Vedas are the most important holy books
3 The
of Festivals
the Hindus. They are written in Sanskrit,
7.8
although
originally they were learned by heart. There are four books of the Vedas, of which
(6)
1 include
Outlinehymns
any two
festivals.
the most popular is the Rig Veda. The Vedas
to Hindu
the deities.
The smritis are
explanations of the Vedas, often through stories
such as
Ramayana.
(6)
2 Describe
thethe
festival
of Dassehra.
3
4 The Upanishads are sruti. They mean literally
sit at what
the feet
of’ and
are the
discussions
3 ‘to
Describe
happens
during
festival of Divali.
between teachers and pupils about the ideas contained in the Vedas. They are in the form
4 Outline what happens during the festivals of Holi and New Year.
of poems written by holy men and meditate on important ideas such as Brahman and its
5 Upanishads.
Explain why festivals are important in Hinduism. (6)
relationship with atman. There are over 200
4
5 The story is about cousins who go to war over who should be the next king. Prince Arjuna does
not want to fight his relations so he asks Krishna, who is acting as his chariot driver, for advice.
Krishna says he should do his duty because his cousins have done wrong. He therefore fights
and wins the battle.
(6)
5

7.2 Beliefs
8/12/15 11:45 AM
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1 Brahman refers to the eternal and invisible aspect of God. It is the origin of everything and
the spirit of everything, invisible but greater. Atman is the soul or essence of a living being.
It is part of Brahman and when someone dies their jivatman either moves into another
body or merges into Brahman.
(6)
2 Atman refers to the soul or essence of every living being. Atman is also an aspect of
Brahman, which means that humans can know Brahman because they know their atman.
Samsara means reincarnation, so when a person dies their atman transfers to another
body. Samsara also happens throughout life as our bodies change, but the atman remains
the same.
(6)

(6)
Caste
is the social group into which a person is born. Dharma means holy law and is a
special
duty, which depends partly on which caste you are born into. There are traditional
(6)
jobs
associated with each caste, so it is the duty of every member to carry out the job of
(6)
his caste, such as the vaishyas who are skilled workers.
(6)

The caste system is the way society is divided up into varnas or classes. There are four varnas
and each one is associated with particular tasks or jobs. It is therefore one’s dharma to carry
out these duties. The four varnas are: brahmins – priests and teachers; kshatriyas – rulers and
(6)
warriors; vaishyas – farmers and traders; shudras – unskilled workers.
(6)
(6)

The four castes or varnas in Hinduism are: brahmins – priests and teachers; kshatriyas – rulers
(6) warriors; vaishyas – skilled workers and traders; shudras – unskilled workers. Each varna
and
has
(6) special duties associated with that caste and it is one’s dharma or duty to carry them
out. It is illegal in India today to discriminate against someone because of their caste.
(6)
(6)

Dharma means duty. Dharma refers to the invisible law of the universe, which governs how
it operates. It is the Eternal Truth. But it also refers to the specific duties of each of the four
varnas
or castes. Carrying out one’s dharma affects your karma for the future in this life
41
and when reincarnated. Brahmins have duties as priests and as teachers.
(6)
Karma means action and refers to the law of cause and effect. Good actions have positive
karmic effects and bring benefit in future lives. A person will know what is required of them
8/12/15 11:45 AM
depending on their caste or varna. For example, a vaishya knows as a trader that he has
duties to trade fairly otherwise he will create bad karma.
(6)

7.4 Goal
1 Moksha is the goal of life and it means that a person is released from the cycle of rebirths or
samsara. In order to achieve this, the atman or soul has to be purified. There are three paths
to moksha: karma, or good works; understanding and knowledge, or jnana; and devotion to
God, or bhakti.
(6)
2 People can achieve their goal in life in a number of ways. First they can carry out their dharma
according to their caste (varna). This will create good karma and eventually release them from
samsara. They can seek knowledge of jnana through meditation and understanding of existence.
They can practise bhakti through love, devotion and worship of God.
(6)
101

100
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He said he would also pay all those he had cheated four times the
amount he had stolen.

l

7

£15.99

■ Includes advice on how to approach answers

Religious Studies for Common Entrance 13+ Exam Practice Questions –
Chapter 7: Hinduism

■	The order of the chapters corresponds to the layout of the examination paper
to familiarise pupils with the format of the exam

Zacchaeus immediately said he would give half his possessions to
the poor.

l

l

1853371_02_Religious_Studies_RG_024-049.indd 24

7

The crowd were annoyed that Jesus should want to stay with a ‘sinner’.

l

7 Hinduism

■	Build confidence and perfect technique with over 900 exam-style questions
based on Syllabus A of the 13+ Common Entrance exam

Jesus wanted to stay at his house straight away.

l

26/08/2015 18:13

I
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Religious Studies for Common Entrance 13+ Exam Practice Answers –
Chapter 7: Hinduism

R eligious Studies for Common Entrance
13+ Rev i s i o n G ui de

The first theme is ‘Jesus’ teaching’ and questions will ask you about his
teaching about the Kingdom of God (e.g. God’s rule on earth requiring
repentance and forgiveness), which Jesus illustrated through the use of
parables (stories and analogies) and various kinds of miracles (healing
and nature miracles). You should know and understand Jesus’ teaching on
prejudice, attitude to wealth, treatment of the marginalised and the nature
of sin. There are two questions set in this group of texts.

l

2 Interpreting the New Testament

2

Interpreting the New
Testament

26/08/2015 18:13
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Sc i e n c e

SUITABLE FOR ALL ISEB SCIENCE
13+ COMMON ENTRANCE
EXAMS TAKEN FROM
AUTUMN 2017 ONWARDS

approved

Component
Cell (battery)

Symbol

Converts electrical energy into heat and light energy

Motor

Science for Common Entrance 13+ Revision Guide –
Chapter 5: Preliminary knowledge for 13+ physics

Adding cells or lamps

■ ‘Test yourself’ exercises ensure material is fully understood

science for Common Entrance
1 3 + Ex am P ract i ce Q ue s t i o ns

l

We say that electric current moves from the + (positive) terminal through
the circuit to the – (negative) terminal of a cell/battery. (This is called the
conventional flow of current.)

l

A battery is made up of two or more cells connected together.

l

Electric current moves through wires (leads), which are electrical conductors.

■	Practise applying knowledge for every topic for biology, chemistry and physics.

science for Common Entrance
1 3 + Ex am P ract i ce A ns we rs
■	Includes the ISEB Common Entrance mark scheme
■	Help pupils to refine answers with worked examples and diagrams

9781471847226

For an electric circuit to work:

l

If the number of cells = the number of lamps, the lamps are of normal
brightness.

l

If the number of cells > the number of lamps, the lamps are brighter than
normal brightness.

l

If the number of cells < the number of lamps, the lamps are dimmer than
normal brightness.

l

there must be no gaps, i.e. there must be a complete circuit

l

all cells must face the same way, i.e. be the same way round.

The misnamed ‘short circuit’
l

This is misnamed because it has nothing to do with length.

l

Electric current will always take the easiest route.

Drawing electric circuits
l

Circuits should be drawn as straight lines for the conducting wires.

l

Circuit symbols should be drawn to represent the various components
(lamps, cells, etc.).

This ‘short cut’ means the
current will not reach the bulb,
and the lamp will not light up.

A fault in mains equipment could cause a person to receive an electric shock.
To prevent this, an earth wire is found in most plugs. The earth wire is the
short circuit that takes the current to the ground rather than passing through
a person.

89

88
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Copy the words in the boxes below and then draw lines to match up each term
with the best description. There are more descriptions than terms.
(4)

4

1847165_Science_RG_BP_05.indd 89
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Which option best completes each of the following sentences?
(1)

(a) The final size of a population is not affected by

Ecological term

Description

Nitrate

All the members of the same species living in one area

Competition

Managing the environment for the benefit of wildlife

Population

Needed by plants in the habitat to make chlorophyll

competition for food

Conservation

A mineral often added to farmland in fertilisers

the number of disease-causing organisms

the method used to count the organisms

the number of predators

The diagram shows a food web in the sea close to Antarctica.

adelie penguin

crabeater seal

emperor penguin

(1)

(b) The top carnivore in a habitat is always
a bird

a fox

very small

an animal

8

(c) Each of the following is an example of pollution except
for

bacteria

excess chemicals flowing into rivers
fish

squid

poisonous chemicals being sprayed onto crops

Relationships in
an ecosystem
(1)

woodland being cut down

(d) A habitat does not provide

tiny plants
(phytoplankton)

(a) (i)

1 (a) break down waste materials (1)

sulfur dioxide being released from car engines

krill

Identify an example of each of the following

(4)

food

breeding sites

predators

shelter

• a herbivore
5

• a producer

A

• an organism that breaks down waste materials
(ii) Draw out a food chain of five organisms selected from this food web. (2)
(b) Emperor penguins feed on squid. Squid swim very quickly and have a
slippery skin.

(e) quadrat

(1)

(b)
(1)photosynthesis

(1)

(f) a carnivore

(1)

(c) a food chain

(1)

(g) green plant

(1)

(d) iodine solution

(1)

The graph below shows how the population of wild trout in a lake changed over
2 nitrate – a mineral often added to farmland in fertilisers
a period of time.

• a carnivore

B

C

D

E

competition – two or more organisms trying to obtain the same thing
from their environment
population – all the members of the same species living in one area
conservation – managing the environment for the benefit of wildlife

a producer – phytoplankton

time

What does the section labelled D tell you about the birth rate and
the death rate of the trout during this time period?
(1)

(ii) Explain how you know this.
(b) (i)

Suggest two ways in which the Emperor penguin is well adapted to catching
its prey.

(4)

3 (a) (i) a herbivore – krill/squid

(a) (i)

(1)

a carnivore – any organism other than phytoplankton, krill or
bacteria
an organism that breaks down waste materials – bacteria

(4)

Which part of the curve shows when the fish began to compete with
each other for food?
(1)(ii) for example:

phytoplankton ➞ krill ➞ fish ➞ crabeater seal ➞ leopard seal (2)
39

38

(b) any two of:
• streamlined shape

1847196_Science_Ex_Prac_Ques_C08_037_042.indd 38

£13.99

Adding another cell makes the lamp in the circuit brighter.

population of trout

■	Just like the Common Entrance papers, each section begins with a series of
multiple-choice questions

Adding more lamps makes each lamp dimmer.

l

Insulators do not let heat/electricity pass through them.
For example, wood, plastics, air, expanded polystyrene.

leopard seal

Biology

£15.99

Science for Common Entrance 13+ Exam Practice Questions –
Chapter 8: Relationships in an ecosystem

9781471847196

3

The lamp is said to shine with ‘normal brightness’ (one cell, one lamp).

l

Conductors let heat and/or electricity pass through them.
For example, all metals.

Two or more organisms trying to obtain the same thing
from their environment

■	Each chapter tests a single topic, to make it easier to identify strengths
and weaknesses

l

8 Relationships in an ecosystem

2

The lamp, cell and switch are connected in series – the components are
connected one after another. And there is only one path for the current
to follow.

In general

Remember from your study of chemistry about conductivity:

1847165_Science_RG_BP_05.indd 88

Build exam confidence with a multitude of questions reflecting the style
and level of the ISEB Common Entrance science exam.

l

Science for Common Entrance 13+ Exam Practice Answers –
Chapter 8: Relationships in an ecosystem

£16.99

When pressed, it completes the circuit, allowing the current
to flow
When closed, it completes the circuit, allowing the current
to flow

Switch

Physics

■	Handy revision checklist, tips and advice make revision easier and
more effective
9781471847165

Converts electrical energy into sound energy

Push-button switch

Lamps light, motors turn and buzzers sound when an electric current passes
through them.

l

Converts electrical energy into movement energy

Buzzer

This chapter is divided into four sections and contains material you
MUST KNOW to be successful at 13+ exams.
Be sure that you can answer ALL the questions in this chapter as a first
part of your revision.

l

l

M

Revision tip

5.1 Simple electric circuits

Revise every topic and theory tested in the ISEB 13+ Common Entrance
exams for biology, chemistry and physics.

What the component is used for
Provides electrical energy for the circuit
Alternative to using cells
Lets electric current travel through it

Power supply (lab pack)
Wire (lead)
Bulb/lamp

science for Common Entrance
13+ Rev i s i o n G ui de

5 Preliminary knowledge for 13+ Physics

5

Circuit symbols

Preliminary knowledge
for 13+ Physics

19/10/15 5:11 PM

•19/10/15
webbed
feet
5:11 PM
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• sharp beak

4 (a) the method used to count the organisms

(2)
(1)

(b) an animal

(1)

(c) woodland being cut down

(1)

(d) predators

(1)
17
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S t u d y S k i ll s

Study Skills: Building the study skills needed
for 13+ and beyond

W e ’ d l ove to get
your feedback

Packed with practical tips and advice, this new book from experienced
study skills teacher and bestselling author Elizabeth Holtom will help
you support your pupils in showing their absolute best in the 13+
exams, and sets the foundations for a positive and holistic learning
attitude that will last throughout their learning career.

Galore Park works closely with teachers and parents to develop and improve our resources
and we’d love to hear from you.

■	Help pupils to identify their most effective learning style, enabling them to

9781471868870

retain and recall information much more easily

£12.99

Here’s how you can get involved.
■	Includes revision guidance that can be implemented right away

Pre-order an inspection copy now

■ Join one of our regular focus groups

■	Revision planners and engaging interactive activities to save you time and

■ Participate in online surveys

encourage pupils’ self-reflection

■ Apply to join one of our research teams

galorepark.co.uk/studyskills

■ Review one of our products
■ Follow us on social media

Are you ready?

3 Why?
Why do your goals matter to you? Think hard about this and choose the
reasons that are really important to you. Is it because you will feel great
when you are successful? Is it because your next school is a fantastic
place to aim for?
My goals are important to me because

Thanks to all those promises you have made in Chapter 1, you should now be
well on the way to becoming a smart learner. But what if you cannot be bothered
to keep your promises? Most pupils face this problem from time to time.

e

Tip: Goals
« You have a greater chance of achieving your goals if you write them

Achieving goals makes us feel good. It is the same with tests and exams.
If you do as well as you can, you will feel great. So give your learning a
purpose by setting yourself goals that matter to you and that you know
you can achieve.

« How about pinning them up next to your desk to remind you what you

down. The goals you have just set yourself are the first step
to success.

« You may need new goals from time to time. Just write them out using
the format above.

pl

pl

You have to want to learn. When you want something, this motivates you to
find a way to get it. Imagine you want to buy a new game. Perhaps you save
your pocket money. Perhaps you earn extra money by doing some chores.
Soon you can buy that game. Goal achieved! How do you feel when you play it?
You feel great.

are aiming for?

2.2 Your back-up team

Exercise: Set yourself goals

Top athletes preparing for a big competition do not expect to achieve their
goals on their own. They have back-up team to help them improve their
performance. They have a coach, a physiotherapist, a dietician, a sport
psychologist and a manager.

1 What?

m

m

(a) Which subjects are you good at?

In the same way, you are not expected to achieve your goals on your own.
You are the team leader and you have a back-up team to help you.

(b) What grades are you aiming for in these subjects?

So who is in your back-up team? And what can they do to help you?

(c) Which subjects could you be good at if you worked harder?

Your teachers

(e) Are there any subjects you really struggle with?

(f) What grades are you aiming for in these subjects?

2 When?

You must decide when you need to achieve these goals by. Is it in time
for a test or for school examinations?

●

Teachers also give you the detail you need. If you don’t understand a
teaching point, be smart and ask your teacher for help.

●

They have a supply of textbooks and handouts. If you have lost your notes,
make sure you ask for extra handouts.

●

They know the good sources for researching a topic – books, websites,
YouTube clips, etc.

●

Teachers are the exam experts. If you’re not sure what to expect, ask your
teacher to explain. Ask for a practice paper to try out.

Tip: For the team leader (you!)

.

I aim to achieve my goals by

Teachers give you the big picture of what you need to learn. Make sure you
keep any revision lists that they give you at the front of your subject files.

Sa

Sa

●

(d) What grades are you aiming for in these subjects?

Work on your relationship with your teachers. If you show them you want to
succeed, they will want to help you.
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Study Skills: Building the study skills needed for 13+ and beyond –
Chapter 2: Are you ready?

2.1 Getting motivated

e

2
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